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, We have pleasure in furnishing herewith our report on the role of pension
rights and expectations as related to the mobility of law enforcement officers
throughout the United States, the need for action in improving the transferability
of.pension rights, and the steps which might best be taken to bring this about.

This report opens with a statistical review of the faots as they presently
exist. This provides a necessary background for the discussion and evaluation
often alternative approaches which are then presented.

Our conclusions and recommendations as towhich of these provide the most
practical and effective approach are presented on pages 81-4.

• Greater-detail as to several aspects of this whole matter is presented in
. :the Appendix which includes statistical tables reflecting the status of present
plans, and further discussions of,vesting,- portability; reciprocity, and trans-
ferability of pension rights .and-the.respective roles of the federal and state
governments in taking the steps. which are necessary.

'Respectfully 'submitted
- -

_ALEXANDER &- ALEXANDER'INC.

Geo ey Cal ert,
Di tor ers nnel Coverages.



THE ROLE OF PENSION RIGHTS AND EXPECTATIONS 

PROPOSALS FOR TRANSFERABLE PENSIONS 



INTRODUCTION 

In the never ceasing battle against crime,- the strengths and skills of
450,000 men are pitted each day against criminal and disturbing elements of

• every type throughout America.

The success of these dedicated men is only partial. Three quarters of
all offenders in property crimes and 40% of those committing crimes of

. violence are never apprehended. The police, more than anybody, are frustrated
by the wide gap between the task they are expected to perform and the methods
at their disposal to perform it.

A

One serious limitation affecting the way in which these law enforcement
officers are working arises from the fact that they are distributed among an
extraordinarily large number of separate and independent units. Rather than
constituting a single cohesive army engaged in a coordinated battle against
crime on a nationwide basis, these law enforcement officers are employed by more
than 40,000 separate agencies, each with its own internal organization, lines of
authority, territorial boundaries, equipment, recruitment program, pay scale,
fringe benefits, and prospects for promotion on the part of the individual officer.
A law enforcement officer, Fishing to advance his position by transfer of his
employment from one agency to another, is faced with serious .handicaps. Firstly,
the agency to which he is interested in moving may not permit "lateral entry",
that is employment (above the most junior level) of a man having experience with
a different law enforcement agency. Secondly, he faces in many cases the loss
of hi 6 accrued pension rights by reason of transfer to the other agency.

In the field of.law enforcement, pension rights loom very large in the
thinking of men whose work brings them into daily contact with danger of
many kinds. In the areas where crime is at its worst, physical danger is
correspondingly high, and working conditions often unpleasant, the thought
of ultimate retirement on pension has .a correspondingly greater appeal.
Regardless of location, the relative value of the retirement pension is
greater among law enforcement officers than among almost any other occupa-
tional group. The thought of losing this pension by reason of a change of
position can, and does understandably prevent many a police officer from
moving to a job in which his prospects are greater and his skills and strengths
can be more effectively employed.



- Not only are there a vast nuMber -Of Separate -law enforcement. agencies;

the great majority of these have very small

nationwide average of only 10 or 11 men per

range from 1-man and 2-man forces, of which

about 30,000 men in the largest city police

level, only about 200 counties of the 3,050

staff of more than 50 officers. With these

numbers of men employed. . With'a

unit, the numbers in each agency

there are many, all the way up to

force (New York). At the county

in the United States have a Sheriff's

men so ,thinly distributed among so

many separate and independent agencies, it is obvious that the best results

from their total efforts can be achieved only if there is freedom of movement

between agencies.

THE STIRRINGS OF PROFESSIONALISM 

• Throughout many parts of the law enforcement system, there exists a strong

feeling that more should be done to encourage professionalism among law enforce-

ment officers. Police science, college and university education, broader horizons

for promotion, the need for access to bigger positions, a more complete expression

of ideals, a search for greater challenges, the application of highly specialized

technical knowledge, and the yearning for a greater recognition by the community

of the essential role of the peace officer, all point toward the need for the

establishment of a more professional status for law enforcement officers in the

same way as for other professions.. This professionalism, as it develops, must

inevitably come right into conflict with the thousands of barriers separating

the many small independent local government units which employ these men. A

truly professional law enforcement group must be able to sweep across all of

these barriers, so that the whole field of law enforcement will be open to all

men engaged in this field.

• In a survey conducted in 1966 by the Peace 'Officers Research Association

of California, more than 1,100 peace officers of all ranks responded to a

questionnaire, almost 70% of whom felt that inter-departmental transfers would

benefit individual peace officers, and 82% felt that such transfers would

• benefit California law enforcement. A clear majority felt that inter-departmental

' - transfers were a requirement before raw enforcement could be professionalized.• .



A subsequent survey in 19.69 conducted by the same association revealed

that 60 of.226-responding agencies do in fact practice some form of lateral

entry. 81% of the chief administrators stated that they favored the concept

of lateral entry.

It is notable, however, that ordinances prohibiting lateral entry existed

in one quarter of the jurisdictions and that certain opposition to the principle

of lateral transfer was expressed by some of those who responded. This opposi-

tion reflected a fear of losing personnel'to larger police departments, a concern

for morale if the channels of promotion were not kept open exclusively for those

within a department, and a concern as to lack of uniformity in wages, job classifi-

cations, and other requirements. Some of the_lesg favorable replies were:

"Morale factor is primary concern. If this was done statewide and
pay scales equalled statewide, the morale consideration would be
minimized."

"Small department's have enough trouble .keeping qualified'personne1 
now. Lateral .entry will encourage qualified personnel (trained by

. small departments) to move to larger, higher-paying departments."

"I feel that lateral entry can benefit law enforcement in the future.
I believe, however, that certain basic requirements must be standardized
before such a major program is undertaken. Salary structure, fringe
benefits, entrance requirements etc. must be standardized."'

Among those who favor lateral entry, the following verbatim comments are

'of interest:

• "I think that lateral entry is a step towards professionalization."

"It gives the men a better choice as to where they wantto live and work."

"Lateral entry is a desirable method to upgrade the police service."

"Most professional chiefs agree lateral entry is good and will eventually.
come at all levels."

"We think lateral entry will be good for law enforcement and it will be
another step towards professionalization."

"Good concept. Provides opportunity to increase exposure experience,
and knowledge."



- ."Primary means for professionalized law enforcement."

;"Lateral entry on all levels should be permitted throughout
States."

the United

"If professionalization of the police field is to be a reality, lateral
entry at. every level is required."

"Retirement plans will cause major problem."

"We have had good experience with lateral transfers.
• helping to professionalize the police service."

• "It would give the men greater incentive to pursue their education in
. order to qualify them for one of the supervisory positions. In my

opinion, this would lead to standardization of educational requirements,
wages,, fringe benefits and working conditions of all police officers."

Another method of

"We have used it to very good advantage. It is not the complete answer,
but it is a source of manpower."

A MAJOR OBSTACLE TO LATERAL TRANSFER 

In order to obtain a closer reading as to the individual motivations of

law enforcement officers, we conducted a series of personal interviews with

members of police forces in the vicinity of New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago,

Los Angeles, and San Francisco. In all, 132 law enforcement officers located

in New York, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and the neighbor-

ing areas were interviewed personally. The first question which was placed

before each.man was as follows:

"If you were offered a job of increased responsibility or potential in the law 
enforcement field in another area or agency, what factors would lead you to 
ACCEPT the offer?"

The responses to this question were. as follows.:.

Greater immediate pay 75

Greater pension benefits. 59

Greater pay potential in the future 58

Improved living conditions in new area 45

Increased potential for advancement '43

Greater fringe benefit package - 42

Increased responsibility and bigger challenge 38

Other reasons



While the strongest preference or motivation reflects immediate pay
considerations, it is notable that the prospect of greater pension benefits

ranks above all other considerations, and is the predominant factor, subject

only to the consideration of direct pay.

The second question' which was discussed with individual police officers,

was:

"If you were offered a job of increased responsibility or potential in the law 
enforcement field in another area or agency, what 'factors would lead you to 
DECLINE the offer?"

Responses were as follows:

Ties to present area

Loss of pension benefits already accrued

Loss of seniority

Cost or inconvenience of moving

All other reasons

68

64

54

22

15

. Even more strongly than before, the pension factor shows itself in a

formidable way as a major inhibitor of transfers from_one position to another

within the field of law enforcement.

Pursuing this factor more carefully

these men was as follows:

the next question which was put to

"How big a consideration would expectation of retirement pensions be to you in 
. making a decision?"

The responses were as follows:

Most important

Of major importance

Important

Somewhat important

Of little importance.

Not important'



88 of those questioned rated the expectation of retirement pensions to
-

be important, of major importance or most.important,,as,.contrasted with only

44 who regarded pensions as of lesser or of little importance.

•

Since not all men understand the terms of the pension plans by which they

are covered, we felt it would be helpful to ask-those'being interviewed whether

they believed that they would retain the right to a portion of their pension

..accrued up to the time of leaving. 70 of thosequestioned stated that they

believed they would retain the right to a portion of pension accrued up to

that time. -62 believed that they would not.

Approaching the subject from another angle, we then put the following

question:

"Would the loss of accrued pension rights be an influence in accepting or 
rejecting a job offer?"

A very clear answer came in response to this question; as follows:

Yes-.: 3.07

.Possibly, 3%

No • 22

As a final question, to test the effect of removing iMpediments to.job

mobility insofar as this may improve the motivation of law enforcement officers

for self-improvement we asked the following question

"If any existing impediments to job mobility were-removed, and a wider field of 
job opportunities in other locations were thus opened up, would this lead you 
to acquire new skills or specialized knowledge that would qualify you for a 
higher paid and/or more responsible position?"

The response to this vital question was as

question. Replies were as follows:

convincing as that to the previous



It_is our opinion, after studying.,the results of these personal interviews_

with peace. officers, that two things stand out very clearly indeed:

Pension rights and expectations, and the fear of losing the.right

to pension credits accruedalready, are prominent among the most

serious impediments preventing freedom of movement among police.

- officers between departments andlaw enforcement agencies,and

thus constitute a major obstruction to the improved deployment

of men such as would assist in the bdttle against crime through-'

• out the United States'.

In the eventi_that this impediment to job mobility were removed,

there would be an immediate stimulation to the acquisition of

new skills and specialized knowledge among, peace officers,

resulting in better overall performance, greater professionalism,

greater competition for senior positions, and a general advance

in capability on a nationwide basis in the battle against crime.

We have felt it important to establish this basic relationship at the outset,

between pension rights, job mobility, and professionalism. If there were no such

linkage, or if this relationship were weak or inconclusive, there would be little

to be gained in making the far-reaching changes recommended later in this report:.,

Since doubts have occasionally been expressed as to the reality of this

power in pension rights and expectations to motivate employees either to move

or to stay in their present positions, we have shown as Exhibit L in the Appendix

some excerpts from a book published in 1965 by the Twentieth Century Fund which

calls this in question. We believe that the findings summarized above, together

with the further observations shown in Exhibit L fully answer these questions

and doubts as these relate to the law enforcement field.
.. •

Before proceeding with an examination of alternative approaches to the

provision of mobility in this field, it is helpful to describe the main features

of the pension plans presently in operation as these relate to the matter under

study.



Just as there is an extraordinary number and variety of sizes of law

enforcement agencies, representing cities, counties, townships boroughs,

villages, and special districts, so in the pension plan field, there is a

- vast variety - almost a wilderness - of types of pension plans, having

eligibility rules, benefit formulas, retirement age arrangements, funding

postures, actuarial bases, reciprocity ariangements or the absence of these,

vesting rights or their absence, and other plan features in so many permuta-

tions and combinations as almost to defy tabulation.

In order to explore this whole field in close detail, we made enquiries

as to 250 retirement plans in the law enforcement field, and eventually

obtained plan details and funding information relative to 122 of these

retirement plans. While these comprise only a relatively small sample

taken .from the field of peace officer retirement systems as a whole, they

do cover a wide variety of typical plans in many geographical areas through-

out the United States. The following will give a general understanding of

how these plans arrange themselves with respect to certain key aspects which

have a bearing on the question of.mobility in one way or another.

Vezting Requ.iimment6.

.A pension credit is "vested" when the right to receive the pension or

the portion thereof which has accrued up to the time of termination, continues

to attach to the employee who leaves his job and transfers his employment

elsewhere. Among industrial pension plans, it would be typical, for example,

for a pension to be vested when the employee has worked for ten years or has

attained age 40 and completed 10 (or 15) years of service; prior to his

termination. After that date, whatever pension rights have accrued to him

will continue to be payable from the pension fund of the losing employer

commencing at the normal retirement date provided for under the plan.

The first and most astonishing fact which emerged from our study of these

police retirement plans was that 66 of the total of 122 plans provide no vesting

rights at all. If the police officer leaves his job for other employment,



whether or not with another law enforcement agency, he loses the pension rights
which had accrued to him up to the time of his.termination or transfer.

Only 22 of the plans studied provided for vesting rights within ten

less years of service. Only 11 provided vesting rights with service of less

than ten years. None provided for immediate vesting. The minimum service

requirement was five years (5 plans only). 16 plans called for a minimum of

ten years of service, 3 for 12 years; - 16 required 16 years of service; .13

required 20 years, and 2 required 25 years of service before any vesting

occurred. As mentioned, the biggest figure by .a long way represented plans

which provided no vesting at all (66 plans).

Or

Here, then is the background which lies behind the fear among police.

officers of losing their pensions in the event that they move elsewhere even

within the law enforcement field.

NoAmme Retiument Age Ankangements'

Most police pension plans require both a minimum period of service and

also the attainment of a stipulated age before normal retirement on full

pension. Within this broad framework, however - there is a great variety of -

combinations of age and service requirements. Of the 122 plans studied, 37

required a period of service only, regardless of age. Of ihese,16 called for 

20years of service, 11 for 25 years of service, and 5 for 30 years of service;

while 3 stipulated 35 years of service. There is, of course, a very wide

contrast between a 20 years service requirement and a 35 years' service

requirement for normal pension. 19 of the 122 plans linked a service require-
ment with the attainment of age 50. Of these 19 plans, 3 called for 10 or
less years of service, while 6 required 20 years' service, 2 required 25 years'
service and 7 stipulated 27 years of service. Again, even with uniformity in
requiring the attainment of age 50, there is wide variation among plans as to
the years of service required.-

29 of these police pension .plans stipulated that age 55 be attained before
normal retirement. Of these, 3 called for at least 10 years' service, 13 for
20 years' service 10 for 25 years' service and 2 for 30 years' service.
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. 19'plans stipulated.that'the.peace - officer•shall have attained at least

.age 60 before normal retirement .• Of these0.made..n6 service requirement,...•
4.called for at least .10 years, 2 - for 15 yearsi.:,..3 for - 20.years and '.6 for

years' service.

9 plans required that age 65 shall have been attained. Of these, 8 made

no service requirement, and 1 called for at least 10 years of service.

-This.enumeration, though it may seem tedious, brings - home the point that.

police pension plans are totally lacking in uniformity, one with another. When

a police officer moves from one jurisdiction to another and'carries'with him'

- a vested right to a pension, it is by no means clear that the time when he will .

become entitled to retire from his second'position will in any way correspond

with the time when the pension rights he carried with him will be due to commence.

Emptoyee ContAibutions, IntegAation with Socia Secutity, Othet Senvice 

Of the 122 plans analyzed, 104 made no reference to the integration o

retirement benefits with Social Security benefits. This is probably due to

the earlier retirement provisions which are typical among police pension plans

Whereas most industrial pension systems are either integrated directly or

indirectly with Social Security benefits, or are so designed as to provide a

reasonable supplement to the Social Security pension, commencing at or about

the same age as entitlement to the Social Security pension begins, this is not

true or typical of most plans for police officers, where the retirement age
• -

in many cases is 5, 10, or even 15 years before the Social Security age.

In the matter of employee contributions, it is to be recognized that

the earlier retirement age among police pension plans generally results in

far higher costs as a proportion of payroll than would be typical among

industrial pension plans. In recognition of this, and in keeping with the

tradition among local government pension plans generally, the great majority

of these pension plans covering law enforcement officers call for employee

contributions as well as very substantial contributions from the local

authority supporting the plan. Of the 122 plans studied; 116 make provision

for employee contributions.



- At one time, it was. a fairly,widely accepted practice in designing industrial.

pension plans to provide that if the plan .were contributory, i.e. partly supported

from employee contributions, it also contained vesting provisions. The first

generation of bargained industrial pension plans contained little or nothing in

the way of vesting rights, but on the other hand, these plans were non-contributory,

that is, paid for entirdly by the employer. Where employees helped to meet the

cost, vesting rights were very often provided. In.later rounds of bargaining,

. vesting rights were added progressively to these non-contributory plans, so that

the prevailing pattern today is for, by far the majority of these non-contributory

plans to contain fairly liberal vesting arrangements. In marked contrast to this

pattern among private plans, the majority of police pension systems are on the

one hand contributory, but on the other hand contain little in the way of vesting

rights. This is manifestly an area in which these plans are not operating

satisfactorily.

In a parallel area, of the 122 plans reviewed, 89 make no provision

recognition 0; service in any other employment, including law enforcement or

any other employment. The effect of this is that the peace officer who transfers

from one system to another in the majority of cases loses whatever pension rights

he had accrued at the time of his transfer, and receives no recognition in the

stem to which he moves for his prior law enforcement



HOW POLICE PENSION PLANS ARE BEING FUNDED 

Just as there are many combinations of eligibility and retirement age

arrangements in effect, and many vesting provisions and benefit formulas, so

there are a wide variety of actuarial bases being used in the funding of these

plans. In the one extreme we have found four plans still using the obsolete

1937 Standard Annuity table. At the other extreme 21 plans are using the

GA-51 table "with projection", which makes allowance for future extensions

in .life expectancy. 7 plans use the fairly conservative A-1949 annuity_

table; 14 use the GA-51 table without projection, which is much less

conservative.

.As to interest rates, one plan uses a 21/2% Interest rate, 2 employ a

3% interest factor, 12 are using 31/2%, 29 are using 4%, 8 are using 41/2%,

and 7 are using 5%. When it is considered that each 11 of 1% by which the

rate of interest changes will produce a difference in funding requirements

of 8% to 12%, the breadth of variation among rates being used obviously

indicates a widely contrasting range of funding levels.

Perhaps more significant than any of these is the fact that 56 of these.

122 plans are operating on a non-funded or "pay-as-you-go" basis. Under -

these plans there is noactuarial reserve fund at all Peace officers must

.rely on future appropriations made currently on a.year7to-year basis for

their pensions. The most disturbing feature of these situations is that

individual peace officers have themselves made their contributions. The

local authority ,by which they are employed has failed to put up its contri-

butions on a current basis. Ample actuarial studies and the operating

records of numerous plans have demonstrated many times that plans of this ...

kind eventually cost far more than those which are actuarially funded on a

sound basis, and hence have substantial pension funds both to provide a

greater measure of security to peace officers and also to generate investment

earnings which are extremely helpful in reducing the cost of pensions when

they arise. Funded plans, in other words,'create less burden on the tax

payer than these non-funded plans.



"In pursuing further this natter of funding pension benefits on an actuarial
basis, we found that of 63 plans for which funding information was available,
13 were less than one-quarter funded, 19 were less than 35% funded, 26 were '
less than one-half funded, and 34 were less than three-quarters funded.

- Interestingly, 17 of these 63 plans were more than 100% funded in relation
to the value of currently accrued benefits on the basis of current (but not
projected) pay levels.

Not only does the funding posture among these many plans thus vary greatly;
the funding systems or methods being employed themselves fall into various types
Notwithstanding that benefits are based in nearly all cases on final earnings,
or final-average earnings, 22 of these 63 plans employ the 'unit credit" method
of funding. This method is generally looked upon as being unsuitable for use_
in connection with benefits based on final or final-average earnings,
it is, of course, manifestly far superior to the use of terminal funding,
pay-as-you-go, or similar methods of meetitg pension costs which fall short -
of any recognized funding system. Even among these 22 plans using the "unit credit"
funding method, 6 are less than one-half funded, and 12 are less than three quarters

funded, while 5 are more than 100% funded according to that system of measuring

although

The other generally used funding method, namely the "entry age normal"'
method, has been employed with respect to. 41 of the plans surveyed.- Of these,
20 plans are less than one-half funded and 23 are less than three-quarters
funded,.while 12 are more than 100% funded under the more stringent requirements
of this entry age method.

'These facts should be considered not only as reflecting a wide variety of
funding postures in themselves but also, in conjunction with the variety of
mortality and interest factors used, they serve toindicate the total lack
of uniformity in funding standards and practices existing in America at this
time with respect to police pension plans.

It is, of course, not to be expected that anything approaching complete -
uniformity would exist. A somewhat similar lack of uniformity also exists



among industrial retirement systems. In part, this traces back to the variety

of times elapsed since the most recent plan improvements or liberalizations.

Typically, past service costs inherent in these plan changes are funded over

periods which may extend as far as 40 years into the future. Not all pension
- . .

funds are invested with equal skill. There are some pension funds which have

been generating investment yields ranging up to 10%. annually and beyond. 'Others

have been invested poorly, with an over-emphasi on bond investments (even

tax-exempt bonds) which are vulnerable to inflation, and without access to

proper investment advice. In many cases also the level of funding has reflected -

the ability or inability of the local authority concerned to meet its pension

costs on an adequate and current basis.

Whatever the reasons, the facts are that the-funding of'police pensions:

in America presents a picture of wide and indeed extreme variations and contrasts:.

as between one plan and another Police officers moving between one local

authority and another, an&hence.between one pension system and another; seldom

enquire as to the security of the pensionpromise; in most cases they take

this for granted.- Since the type of governmental Organizations which _typically

employ police officers .generally have .a taxing - power,-there may be some justifi-

cation in the blind faith shown by police officers with respect to their eventually

receiving the pensions provided for under these many and varied plans. We have,

on the other hand, seen flagrant examples of cities getting into extreme financial

difficulties-due to a failure to fund their pension plans in prior years, or due

to unwise or premature liberalizations of benefits without adequate regard to

the cost of these benefit's in future years or how these costs are to be met.

. New,YorkCity was reported in March -1971 to be facingone'form.of-expenditure'

. whose relentless growthcould not be curbed, namely the snowballing cost of pensions

which, ten years ago, cost $215,000,000 annually, but was forecast to reach $1.3

billions annually within the coming ten years. The New York State systems also,

,which- were costing $93,000,000 annually in 1960, were forecast to reach a level

of $1 billion or 35% of the payroll, by 1980. Much of these heavy cost increases

are attributable to plan amendments permitting many classes of workers in non-

hazardous occupations to retire after only 20 years of service at half their final

years' salary. "This pension cost is an enormous, invariable piece of granite

which is insensitive to priorities and policy", the New York City Budget Director

is reported to have stated recently.
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Just as pension costs constitute a very large and onerous cost item for

local authorities, so also does the value of the pension to the individual

represent a large proportion of the total reward for his labor.

Looking into this aspect as to plans for information was,-
,available, we .found,that, when pension costs are measured on the. basis of

, -
normal cost plus arsufficient payment on account off unfunded (past servise)-

.
liabilities to 'amortize these over 15'years, the following distribution

resulted:

Aveuge
Annuat Conttibution

Patice 046icet 

More than $3,000 annually

$2,500 to $3,000

$2,000 to $2,500

$1,500 to $2,000

$1,000 to $1,500

.$500 to $1,000

Less than $500

With annual amounts ranging up to and, in some cases, beyond $3,000 annually

at stake, it is not surprising that police officers see in their pension plans

a very substantial portion of the total reward for their labors, and why it is

that the prospect of losing their accumulated right to accrued pensions, upon

transfer to another position, so severely inhibits and prevents their making

these normal changes of employment or pursuing their careers in other fields of

law enforcement work rather than remaining confined within the small group in

which so many are presently working.



In the normal scale of things;- the assets of pension funds represent_some

.of the largest aggregations of invested assets to be found anywhere.

The scene is different, however, when police pension funds are considered.

Just as the enforcement of laws in North America is in the hands of more than

40,000 often very small fragmentary agencies, so correspondingly the pension

funds relative tolaw enforcement officers are fragmented into a very large

number of relatively small aggregations of capital assets.,. -

- Checking 10/ pension funds, we found that 41 had assets of less than $500,000;
17 had assets Iletween $500,000 and $1,000,000, and 1C -had assets of between

$1,000,000 ana. .....,000,000. While these amounts may seem substantial by some ,

standards, they are very small in relation to pension funds existing in most

major fields or employment Generally speaking, the existence of a wide scatter-.

'. ing -of very small funds can mean only one thing, namely, higher investment and•
adminis,:rativelcosts, poor investment performance and hence much higher pension

' _costs ;han would exist under other circumstances.
- .

extreme,_there area.fewpolice pension funds which reach.

very 6ubstant1-.,..1 size. Of the 107 funds referred to, 7 had assets of-between -

$10,000,000_Ecl.: $25,000,000, 4 between $25,000,000 and $50,000,000, 4 between

$50,0C- ,300 a $100,000,000 and 4 had assets of more than .5100,000,000.-' Funds.'

of th,, size, under proper investment direction, should be ,:apaale of better• .
invest:lent performance, and hence of making major contributions toward lowering

the cc of pensions and adding to the security of the peace officers covered

by them. It is, of course, only the larger police departments which are in a

position to support funds of this magnitude, and correspondingly it is these

larger departments, generally speaking, which are able to provide a wider field -

of opportunities for experience, training, promotion and full expression of the

abilities of their included police officers.



RECIPROCITY AMONG POLICE PENSION PLANS 

In an attempt to ease the pathway toward greater mobility of peace officers

within some states, a variety of steps have been taken to provide "reciprocity"

of pension rights as between various participating towns, counties, or other

jurisdictions, or as between these and a state plan. or plans having a wide

(but not complete) coverage within the state.

There are certain states in which the state retirement system itself blankets

all of the smaller jurisdictions insofar as police pension systems are concerned.

Where this condition exists, it carries with it automatically the right to

transfer between one jurisdiction and another without losing pension rights, _

and indeed, this arrangement does effectively remove all pension barriers to

lateral transfers or mobility of law enforcement officers at least within the.

state itself.

Now RecipucitySystemps Wotk 

, In examining the various systems of reciprocity presently existing in America,

we have found great variety of approach. This whole subject is on the move at

the present time. Many bills and legislative proposals exist, only some of which

seem to have a good chance of acceptance.

In California, twenty counties out of a total of some fifty-eight counties

have adopted a policy of reciprocity with respect to police pensions. This

policy applies in the event that a-police officer moves from one of these counties

to another, or into any. city covered by the State of California plan. This latter. . . ._
plan itself covers most of the other counties, but it does not cover Las Angeles -..

The reciprocity system does not apply in the event of transfers to or

jurisdictions which have not adopted this policy.
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From the view point of the police officer, the California system has three
, major advantages:

(a) The contribution rate which he pays is determined by the age

at which the poliCe'officer - became employed.in - the first

jurisdiction .In which he became.covered, not by his age at

.the time of his transfer of employment. ...This usually means

a lower individual rate of contribution for his pension.
, -

(b) He retains the right'to credit or service to the former

employer, regardless of how long - he had served at the.time

of his transfer. In other words, this has the effect of

immediate full vesting of his accrued pension rights at

the time of his transfer of employment.

(c) In the event that his rate of pay increases during the

period of his employment after leaving one jurisdiction

to work in another,.the earnings at the time of his. • , .
ultimate retirement, or the final-average earnings

---cordputed ai - that time, will apply with respect to the

service rendered to the first employer, even though he

had long since left. the .service.of that. e:Oloyer: The .

effect of this is that the pension'he.had earned in the 

first position continues to increase aa his pay advances

in the second location of employment. - This is much better

.than a mere vesting of his accrued pension.

Under the California system, no money moves between jurisdictions. Both

the employee money and the employer contributions (if any) remain in the custody

of the jurisdiction or the retirement fund under which the police officer was

first covered. When he retires, the cost of his final pension is pro-rated

between employers in proportion to the length of his service with each. When

the police officer retires from one jurisdiction, he automatically retires from

the other also. Although separate records are kept by each the fact of his

retirement is known to the first 'employer because the final employer maintains

a card record showing, among other details, the fact of his prior employment,

and the need to notify the former employer of the retirement.



In order to activate this system in the case of an individual transfer,- - -
the police officer is required to notify the gaining employer of his prior
employment within three months after taking up his new position.

In other states other rules apply.. In Massachusetts,'employee cOntributions,,
are transferred when the police officer .transfers, but .there are no-other reserve

funds in existence. Benefits are based on terminal pay and the cost is pro-rated

back to the various employers to whom the retiring police officer rendered service._

In one county in New Jersey an employee hired from another state can receive

credit for prior service in the other state if he brings his own contributions

previously made to the retirement plan of the other state: Paradoxically, there
. .

, is no other form of reciprocity available within the state, unlessthe employee
_

or police officer is covered by-the state retirement system.

In Texas, a constitutional amendment

.between the state plan and various city plans within the state. We comment more

fully on the situation in each area later in this report.

is needed to make reciprocity possible.

Generally speaking, among the various systemspresently providing reciprocity,

employee contributions move with the employee and local authority contributions

sometimes also move. There is little attempt made anywhere to transfer the

actuarial reserve corresponding to the value of benefits which have accrued.

There is probably a good reason for this. Many of these retirement systems are

not actuarially funded, and there are no reserves. Where such reserves exist,

there are many actuarial bases and methods of calculating these reserves so that

there would be no uniformity of standards in determining the amount of the reserve

to be moved. A convenient short-cut appears to be simply to transfer either the

employee moneyalone or this plus corresponding employer contributions, regardless

of whether these comprise an amount sufficient to fund the pension rights being

transferred.

To all of

to be the rule

to the benefit

these statements, there.

that the lesser .reserVe

accrued when the police

are exceptions. In one state it appears

is transferred, namely, that corresponding

officer made his move or that corresponding
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to the benefit with which he will be credited under the new plan. Whichever

-actuarial reserve is the lesser, this is the amount which is transferred from

the losing jurisdiction to the gaining jurisdiction.

Where all towns,-counties, and similar jurisdictions within.a state are

covered under an all-embracing state_retirement'system,.there is, of course, .

no need for reciprocity, transfers of contributionsor.reserves,- or.other

administrative machinery of this kind.: The employee simply continues tobuild

his pension. credits within the sameoverall retirement system. The State of

Washington furnishes a highly interesting example of how this type of system.

operates. At one time -there were 103 small towns and sub-divisions each of -

which operated its own retirement plan. All of these have now been swept into

and consolidated with the state retirement system, including credit for all service

previously rendered. Individual police officers will have gained much advantage

in being able to move freely between one jur-Isdiction and an other within this

-state without any question arising as to the continuity of their service for

pension,purposes., Because of its great'sign:lficance_to tie problem under review

in this report, we provide in later Lections a good deal of the de:ail as to

. the exact steps taken in the-State'o..: Washington -in bringing abo-at the change

to 'a single statewide plan

As

Great a n-.7e the advantages of these statewide systems, it is important
„

to noticeth--...:toe city of Portland is,not covered under the, Oregon state

retiremnt s whichzem„ does cover:practicallyall other local authorities--

within the s_ate. Nor are there any reciprocity arrangements. Neither Los

Angeles nor 6an Francisco are included within the public employees retirement

system of the State of .3-1ifornia which covers a large of smaller

jurist.... io If, for example, a deputy sheriff fro. Los An,ales county

wanted to tr—Isfer to the Los Angeles police departmea: (woich has an independent

retirement system) he could not do so without loss of.-is retirement credits. •

However, he could transfer to theVentura sheriff's. offi, , for example,

the Anaheim police department, which contracts with the public employees

retirement system for retirement benefits, and upon his retirement he would

receive a portion of his pension from each of the systems under which he had

served. The portions received would be proportionate to the time served under

each system. Both systems would compute their payment on the highest salary



earned, even though his total contributions to one of the systems

the lower salary.

Because the principle of reciprocity as to pension rights gets quite close

to the heart of the problem of mobility of law enforcement officers at least

with respect to movements within the state, we have felt it important to gather

more information as to the status of this matter in as many states as possible..



THE STATUS OF - RECIPROCITYTHROUGHOUT AMERICA 

Thefollowing is a summary of the results of enquiries made to states

throughout America with respect to the matter of reciprocity or transferability

of pension rights between the various retirement systems operating within each

state, or as between states

This summary, in view of its wide'-geographical,scope, is necessarily brief.

Since this information was gathered fairly 'rapidly, it is possible that correc-

tions or clarifications would be needed in order to present the whole picture

with complete accuracy. However, the following summary is felt to contain ample

information of sufficient accuracy to convey a broad general understanding of

the variety of practices which presently exist, the great lack of uniformity

and the incompleteness of coverage which must be faced 'up to by law enforcement

officers contemplating a change of position in many 7 indeed most - states, or

as between states. As to those states for which we received no information, it

would seem unlikely that, on the whole, provisions with respect to reciprocity

are more complete than among the states listed below from which we received

the following information. (Reference is made also in the Appendix (Exhibit L)

to certain states not listed below.

Atabama:

One retirement system apparently covers most officers in this state. There
is complete portability within this atate system, but none as between the state
system and municipalities or other jurisdictions not covered by the state system.-

A)tizona:

There appears to be complete reciprocity within this state. Both employer
and employee contributions are transferred. There is apparently no single state
fund.

A4kanzas  :
, -

This state has no reciprocity at all for law enforcement officers although
this principle does extend to teachers.

Connecticut: -

There is a state system and a municipal system in this state. There is
reciprocity in the event of transfer from the state system to the municipal
system and within the municipal system. There is no portability, however, o
pension rights in the event of transfer from the municipal system to the state
system.



CatiOnnia:

Many local jurisdictions are covered.under the Public Employees Retirement
System, and hence provide freedom of movement between these participating
jurisdictions. Twenty counties not covered by that retirement system also have
reciprocity arrangements with it. The large cities of Los Angeles and San
Francisco, however, do not participate in the state system and do not have
reciprocity arrangements with it, oi with other jurisdictions. This is a
serious defect.

De-tam/Le:

There is apparently no reciprocity or portability of pension rights in the
state of Delaware.

Gemgia:

Of the eight or nine separate state retirement funds, one covers law
enforcement officers. However, this does not extend to municipal employee
groups. Although reciprocity or portability of pensionrights is favored in
principle, there are apparently some small local units within the state for
which there appears to be no portability. Georgia is one of the very few
states which have treaties in operation with other states providing a measure
of inter-state reciprocity.

A-large measure of reciprocity exists, with employer and employee contribu-
tions transferring with the officer who moves. Most, but not. all local jurisdic7
_dons are participants in this system, under Which the retiring employee receives
the benefits and is governed by the,rules of the-last plan from which he.retires.

Ma24achusett4:-

This state appears to have a non-funded retirement system although employees
contribute towards the cost of their pensions: Upon transfer, employee contribu-
tions go with the employee. Employer costs are determined when the employee
retires and the cost is pro-rated to each employer according to service with

- that employer. Here again, the'benefit is determined in accordance with the
• system from which the employee retires.

Manytand:

In this state, there is one comprehensive state retirement system which
includes also the employees of about one-half of the counties. There are
several separate municipal systems. There is apparently reciprocity between
the various systems which are actuarially funded. Only employee money is
transferred, with the final employer picking up balance of the cost. In
discussion, it was felt that the substitution of a single statewide plan -
covering all local systems would be "ideal".

.In this state,.there appears to be a statewide Plan covering most Of the
local authorities within the state, but not all. Within -those covered by the
state plan, there is complete transferability. of pension rights and uniformity'
of benefit arrangements. There is no such portability or transferability with,
respect to those groups-notcovered by the state plan.



New j Ch4 ey:

With the prominent exceptions of Newark and Jersey City, where pensions
are not funded, the state system of New Jersey covers most but not quite all

-of the local systems. There is portability within the coverage of the state
system, but not as between this and either Newark or Jersey City.

In the teaching field, one county (Essex county) permits teachers who
join its employment from, out of state to deposit their employee contributions
from the prior plan in another state, in which case Essex county gives credit
for the prior service and picks up the whole cost of the employer-paid portion
of the pension. In the case of transfers of police officers, a transfer of
funds is made in an amount equal to the .smaller of the prior employer contribu-
tions or the pension'reserve of the.gaining employer.

Nwl Yotk:
T...;re is a state retirement system covering almost every local authority'

in New 1:*ork state other than New York City itself. Within the state system,
there is virtually complete portability. Transfer arrangements also exist as
between the state system and that of New York City. The amount to be transferred
along uith the employee is determined by the losing system. As in some other
stn 711ere are complications due to the existence of alternative plans

benefits of different levels and hence values..

.T1:.3 is apparently no reciprocity or -transferability'of pension rights •
-

• Unless both groups involved in the transfer are covered by the state
retire=ent system, there is no reciprocity in North Pakota.

Onegon:

Almost all local authorities are covered by
with the important exception of Portland. There is apparently no reciprocity -
as between Portland and the state system.

Pennis yZvania  :

the state retirement system

There is apparently no reciprocity system at all operating in the state
of Pennsylvania.

' Rhode 14tand:.

. A state operated municipal retirement system covers most of the municipalities
in this state. Some, however, are not covered. There is no reciprocity as between
the state-supervised system and the independent plans operated by municipalities
outside this system.

Tenn e,a s ee:

There is apparently no reciprocity system operating



Texas:

,There are four widespread retirement systems operated by the State of
Texas covering teachers, state employees, municipal systems and counties,
and special districts. How reciprocity can:be established'as between these
four systems As presently.under_aerious- discussion. ;There - are still a few
counties not included in any of these systems. Certain cities, including
Dallas, do not appear to be included in any One of the state-operated systems
mentioned. - There is no reciprocity.between.these separate plans and any one
of the -four'statesystems.

Utah:

A public safety retirement system and a regular state employees' system
covers almost all cities. There is, however, no reciprocity as between these
systems, or with plans outside either one of these two statewide systems.

Veionont:

There is apparently no reciprocity in Vermont, either in or out of the
state system. No credits are ever transferred although an employee can
apparently bring with him the contributions he has made to another system,
but no employer money is ever transferred nor does the employer pick up any
liability for prior service within the state or elsewhere.

Vinginia:

Again, there is apparently no reciprocity between the state system and
the various cities which are not covered by it.

Although this review does not cover every one of the 50 states, it does

cover enough to indicate the great disparities which exist as between states,

when contrasted one with another, and the large number of states in which the

principle of reciprocity or transferability of pension rights has not been

established.

In discussing this matter personally with the administrators of many state

systems, we found unanimous acceptance of the thought that a single state plan

covering all of the political or administrative subdivisions within the state

would work far better than a patchwork in which some local authorities are

covered, some are not, some subscribe to the principle of reciprocity and some

do not.

There was frequent criticism of the status or position of certain large

cities which do not extend the principle of reciprocity to smaller local

authorities within the state or to the state system. When we mentioned the

steps which have been taken by the State of Washington, which has swept all



of the small local systems into a single statewide plan for law enforcement

officers and fire-fighters, there was unanimous acceptance and praise of this

as a more workable and successful' arrangement than any other, at least as to

transfers between law enforcement positions within a state. After reflecting

upon all of the information which had come to us and the comments of the

administrators of statewide retirement systems with whom we discussed this

problem, we have reached the conclusion that a'constructive basic approach -

would be for each state to take steps-similar - to those which have recently ,

.been,taken.by the State of,Washington,,-thus-ending-completely the problem of
•;•- • .

impediments to lateral transfer between positions at least within theboundaries

of each state.-.

If this policy is put into effect, and there no longer remain any problems

. resulting. from job changes as' between local'authorities within any state, there
- = -

will still remain the basic problem of dealing with transfers between one state



TEN POSSIBLE WAYS TO RESOLVE THE PROBLEM 

There would appear to be the following ten alternative ways of approaching

the problem of improving police mobility by removing the obstacle which presently

exists with respect to the loss of pension rights on transfer from one employment

to another. These ten possible approaches are as follows:,

(1) ,Improve vesting provisions among all police retirement systems, with .

'vested Portion of pension.continuing -to be an obligation of the

:pension plan of the losing employer.

(2) Create central reserve fund to which totransfer fragments of pensions,

to which transferring employees would continue to be entitled.

(3) Enlarge and expand coverage of existing systems of reciprocity within

each state.

(4)'-:. Establish a system of• full portabilityas between Police retirement
_

, systems under which contributions and reserve amounts would move

along with pension rights from the losing system Lto the gaining-
. - - -

system as each officer transfersfrom one jurisdiction to.the next. =

(5) Establish a single nationwide central police retirementsystem,

following the model of the Teachers' Insurance and Annuity Association,

to which local authorities everywhere could elect voluntarily to

join.

(6) Establish -a central retirement system for'law -enforcement_officers •_ _
patterned after the Railroad Retirement System, under which all

authorities*employing-police officers and these officers themselves

would be compelled to be covered.:

(7). Merge all local police retirement systems into the state employees

retirement system operating within each state.



Having accomplished number 7. as before mentioned establish a system

of reciprocity between states.

(9) Establish a nationwide law enforcement retirement system, or separate

systems in each state, but provide three or four categories within

this plan, corresponding to the conditions existing in different

classes of cities or other local authorities.

Establish a nationwide
$ -minimum- oanefits

_supplement these

plan or a series of statewide plans providing

only, leaving each state or local authority to

as it sees fit.

In the following sections of this report we will describe each of these alternatives

more fully and will present a summary of the method of operation, the practical

dif:4--'-ies, and the conditions which would be required to be met in order that
•

each could succeed in accomplishing the basic objective of increased mobility of

law enforcement officers, and the general suitability of each approach as a means

to and.

Following this analysis, we present our basic recommendations as to the approach

which would, in our opinion, be the most practical timplement and the most.

effective in achieving what needs to be done.'



-(1) IMPROVEM7INTS IN VESTING 

-police - officer of

means in this context the retention by a transferring

his right to the benefit which he had accrued up.to

time of his transfer of employment. To solve the problem of mobility

effectively, an extremely liberal standard of vesting would have to be

yaiversally adopted, or even 100% immediate vesting - a course regarded

as utterly impractical for private industrial 'pension plans. In reviewing

this approach in the light of the types of retirement plans to which these

generally belong there would be the following practical difficulties:

Is not clear exactly what benefit would have vested.

Pensions are generally determined on the basis of earnings '

at retirement, or within a few years close to the time of

retirement. If, for example, a police officer moves from

one jurisdiction to another after five years of service.

and at the age of 32, his rate of pay would probably be .

less than that which he would receive at the time of

retirement which could be 20 or 25 years later. What,

then, has he actually accrued by way of pension rights

whea he transfers? What, exactly, will have vested? Would

his pension be calculated as though he were retiring at the

time of his transfer? Would it be based on a retrospective or

a prospective view of his earnings at the time of his transfer?

In either case it would be far short of the corresponding

portion of his pension determined on the basis of his earnings,

close to his actual retirement at the time when he retires

from the service of the jurisdiction to which he eventually ,

transfers. The term vesting, however, does not normally imply

that increases will be made in the pension after the .date:of - :_

-termination or transfer.

(b) Further, what retirement age would apply? If he moves from

a pension plan providing for retirement at age 50 with 20

years of service, but continues to work in another jyrsidic-. •
, tion in which normal retirement is at age 60 with considerably -. .
more service, at what time would he be entitled to commence

receiving,the pension from his first employer? Would this
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commence at age 50 when he would have completed at least

20 years of service, or would it !depend on his retirement

from law enforcement activities of any and all types, and

from a jurisdiction other than that in which he had accrued

his vested pension?

,(t) How would the losing retirement system keep track of his

continued survival? Who is to notify the original retire-

ment system for its records in the event of his death before

attaining retirement age? In the case of a female police

officer, what machinery exists for notification of change

of name on marriage or remarriage long after she has left -

the employment of the original local authority, or changes

of residence?

Should the retention of the vested right'depend upon

- continued employment in law enforcement work? Suppose

:the police officer concerned leaves the field of law

enforcement altogether. Should the same extremely liberal

-vesting standards apply? When information is defective,

- what is the actuarial liability of the fund under which the

transferring officer was formerly covered with respect to

the vested fragment of his pensionr,..

)- How would this widespread implementation of very liberal;

vesting be enforced in all state and local government

systems? Does the federal governmenthave legislative

power to enact laws to accomplish this? We are advised

-otherwise. Would inducements be needed in the form of

' federal cost subsidies to be made available if the required

Nesting standards are met?'

-
There is considerable pressure at the present time for legislated minimum

vesting standards throughout private industry. However, even the most

liberal of these proposals would fall far short of providing the degree
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of protection of pension rights which would be needed to accomplish a
complete or -virtually complete ,removal'of barriers to lateral movement:
of law enforcement officers.

This is because most transfers of-employment occur within the first
'

few years of joining each organization. Vesting normally does not
occur until after a qualifying period of service, such as 10 years

attainment of a combination 'of age-plus-service, such as 50, or
simultaneous qualification of separate age and service requirements,

or

- such as age 40 and completion of at least 10 years of service. Even

the most liberal vesting requirements in existence such as a mere

5 years of service, seldom seen in industry, would still constitute

a formidable barrier to the degree of freedom of lateral movement

needed for law enforcement officers, especially-in view of their

.hiLhly fragmented employment among so many independent agencies._

These facts, combined with the freezing of the pension amount on the
- ,

basis of the rate of.salary at the time of transfer; plus all of the:

other problems enumerated,:indicate:ift,total that vesting of pensions

on transfer of employment to another law enforcement agency would not

- provide a very satisfactory result.

After a full consideration of this alternative, we have concluded that

this general approach does not provide the makings of a genuine solution-_ .- .
to the problem of mobility of law enforcement officers. Under some

_systems already in existence, it would actually be.a retrograde step.. . ,
:We are not recommending, therefore thatthis. approach be further -.

pursued.

(See also the discussion entitled'"Vesting versus Portability

versus Reciprocity versus Single Statewide Plan" set forth

as Exhibit X in the'Appendix,to this report.)



(2) CENTRAL FUND FOR FRAGMENTS OF VESTED-PENSIONS 

A concept has sometimes been put forward by those who advocate increased
mobility of labor and the immediate vesting of all fragments of pensions,.
under which a central fund would be established, presumably by the federal

. .government of the United States. - When each member of a pension plan transfers
his employment to an occupation not coverd by this pension plan,- his accrued

- . .pension rights and the obligation to provide this fragment of,his total.
_ -

pension at retirement would be transferred to the central fund. To this
fund .also would be transferred his past employee contributions and also -
the contributions or the actuarial reserve.corresponding - to his pension
rights which had been contributed by the employer. • As the employee moves. -
on from. one employment to another,-his accruing pension rights and the
funds from which these are to be paid would accumulate in this central

-fund..: If the employee settles down for ajengthy. period with-one employer
and retires eventuallTfrom,the.serviceof that employer, then his pension ,
arising from that final period of.emPloyment.would be paid from the. pension
fund of the last employer.

Such (a Proposal was seriously advanced in the province of Ontario during•
,the time when portable pensions had recently been enacted, and prior to-_ .
the  establishment of the nationwide Canada Pension Plan. In the face of
many protests from employers and criticisms from technicians and others,
the government of Ontario did seriously contemplate the establishment of
such a•central pension fund.

Eventually, this proposal was dropped. It was felt that there were already
sufficient alternatives available to accomplish what was needed. As to
insured pension plans, the insurance company itself could provide paid-up
fragments of annuities. Where the fund assets were held by a trustee, the

-
, vested pension could remain an.obligation of the trust fund; alternatively,
fund assets could be transferred from the trust fund of the losing employer
to that of .a successor 'employer having a pension plan. Another alternative
would be for the fund assets corresponding to the accrued-pension .rights

. - being withdrawn from the. trust. fund and applied to the purchase of a paid-up
'annuity commencing at .the normal retirement age, or to a registered individual



retirement savings plan. In-the face of these and similar alternatives,

the government of Ontario decided not to proceed with the establishment_
of a central pension fund for this purpose.

In reviewing this proposaliin.the'context of. the:present problem, we see.

in it a repetition.of . all of thersame difficulties and pitfalls'which arise

in connection with the vesting of pensions, as described in.the,previous..
section of this.report..:Not.only would there be great confusion. as:to-a

,possible'yariety.of.retirement,agesall-applyingto-a-single individual,.

in addition, there would be many conflicts among the conditions relative

to the payment of benefits, the selection of optional forms of benefits,

.and the.exact.arrangements'as tothe dates- of payment and'termination.of

payment at . the:time of death following retirement; further, all of the .

problems Involved In keeping track of the whereabouts and continued survival

of each person having a'contingent claim On- fund'asseis would continue to

haunt this type .of central:fund:so_ that it could develop rapidly. into an

administrative nightmare, 'a record keeping montrosity, in which administra-

tive costs would be out of all proportion to'the benefits provided._

. man inflationary economy, the fragments of pensiong represented by the

liabilities of this fund would be insensitive to inflation, and would

- become progressively more meaningless to the'inftvidual,. while prior.

employers would be unlikely to be in any way concerned about boosting

fund assets to protect'-the_purchasing power Of pensions of those long

since departed from their employment.

Another whole field of problems would arise from the fact that many of the

pension funds or plans from which transferring police officers had made

their exit are not funded, or are far from fully funded according to normal

actuarial standards. In the case of pay-as-you-go plans, there would be

no fund assets available to transfer into the central fund. What, then,

would be the position of the local authority which had just lost the

- services of a law enforcement officer? Would this local authority be

called upon to put up the actuarial reserve necessary to cover the pension

credits accrued by the departing officer? Would this officer then receive



preferred treatment, as compared with those who had remained loyally in the

service of the losing local authority? And as to the many plans which are

only partially funded,- would the departing officer rank ahead of all others

in his claim on the inadequate assets of the pension fund, leaving it further

weakened and diluted with respect to the remaining liabilities for the

surviving members of the police department? Merely to ask these questions

is to expose a vast area of weakness and difficulty which would lie in the

pathway of this type of proposal. Where past service liabilities were in

,process of being funded over, for example, forty years, and where the

.transferring police officer is due to retire in eight or ten years, for

example, would the funding of his past pension accruals have to be speeded

up and completed by the time of his retirement? Would, instead, a stream

of small partial payments on account of prior service continue to flow

into the central fund for many years after. the transfer of the officer from

one plan to another?

The more we have probed - and analyzed this proposal as a practical solution

to a serious problem,- the less we feel that it provides even the beginning_
.of a solution. We therefore recommend that no further consideration be

given to this proposal as a practical means of meeting the need for increased

nobility of peace officers.



America at this time presents a patchwork of contrasting situationswith
respect to the matter .ofreciprocity. Some states have reciprocity.arrange-
ments currently operating; others have not. Within many of the states
which have reciprocity arrangements, some local authorities are covered
by the system while others do not participate in it. In some cases the
biggest city in the State has no reciprocity as between its own retirement:
system and thatof the state which usually covers many small local authorities.
In other states, reciprocity arrangements have been established between the -
'largest city and the state system. In some states, all of the local authorities

within the state are coveted by a single system, so that the whole concept
of reciprocityhas no application. The employee simply continues to be covered ,
by the same retirement system, regardless of the jurisdiction in which he is
working. _

Standing out prominently from this picture of inconsistency_ and
imcompleteness of coverage', is the fact there are many states having no
reciprocity arrangements or other provisions for mobility Whatsoever.. It
is from this fact that the whole problem arises which forms the Subject of:
this study and which gave rise to- it.

Within those states which have made some s arrangements .for reciprocity, "there
are various forms under which this principle is expressed. In California,' 1.

.for example, no money passes between local authorities when a peace officer '

.moves from one to another At his retirement, each local authority pays
. its share of his pension. In some other states the contributions of the
employee, and in some cases those of the employer also move when the officer.
.moves. In some cases, past contributions are transferred; in other cases,
.the actuarial reserve moves with the man. This may be a very different
amount._

In searching for a solution to this whoIaproblem,.we have been giving great
thought and consideration as to whether an "ideal" system of reciprocity
should be proposed, and steps taken to encourage this to be adopted through-
out the nation by each state as to those employed within, its borders.-



On the theory that a majority of lateral transfers probably take place

wholly within a state, and only a minority involve crossing state lines,

a program of this kind, if adopted uniformly throughout the nation, would

go a long way toward solving the problem of mobility. Still to be dealt

with, however, would be the principle of interstate reciprocity in order

to deal with transfers across state lines. We understand that thiscould

present some difficulties especially if funds were to move between plans. ,
..priorto the.retirement of the transferring officer. Further,-we have been

advised that the constitution - of some states, as.presently written,- would
- bar the adoptionof .a system of reciprocity as betweenthe public employees' .

.retirement'system-of the state and other systems even within the same state.

Much legal work and redrafting'of - state constitutional provisions as well

_ as pension plan provisions would therefore seem to be required. We can

visualize years of delay in getting reciprocity systems working satisfactorily_

in all states.

'Two other, aspects of the principle of reciprocity requireconsideraiion:, .

(a) - Is it necessary;for a uniform retirement plan

to peace officers in every subdivision, to be adopted in order

system to be workable?

Can it be reasonably expected that reciprocity will ever,

satisfactorily resolve .the mobility problem'if left to.

operate piecemeal on a voluntary basis; with individual

decisions as to whether or not to participate being made

by each separate town; county, village, or other jurisdic-
.

.tion within-each state?

As to the first of these; it would seem that the existence of :a uniform plan.
would simplify the mechanics of a system of reciprocity. ,While it is not

actually necessary in order for 'the system to.work, the,existence of uniformity'

:-would ease its operation from an administratiVe point,of_view..



This may not, however, be the overriding consideration.
areas in which congestion and crime are far more rampant

areas. The daily challenge faced by a police officer in the slum areas

of a big city are in a different class entirely from those faced each day
by the sheriff in a small rural township. Does it follow then that each

these two peace officers should retire at the same time, or receive

pensions determined by the same formula? Does 20 years of service and

the attainment of age 50 mean the same thing in a peaceful country

setting as it does in an area of very heavy traffic, polluted air, rampant

crime, and mortal danger on a day-to-day basis? Is it not rather a fact

that the retirement age appropriate in the one situation may be as much

as 10 or even 15 years apart from the retirement age which would make

sense in the other situation?

It would seem inevitable that in the design of a plan intended to be as_ •
uniform as possible, and to cover all areas within a state, provision would

need to be made for some separation of jurisdictions into classes, according

to the size of population, crime rate, and similar factors. Perhaps only

two or three such categories need be provided for. The smaller the number,

the easier the administrative task. But without at least some separation

of areas in this way, it would seem difficult or even unworkable to design

a uniform plan which would be successful throughout all parts of each state.

Alternatively, a flexible retirement age provision in the plan could meet

the practical needs of contrasting situations within the same state.'

It is notable that when a proposal for a uniform retirement plan was put

forward recently in California, strong opposition to it camefrom the small -

peaceful rural areas in which it was claimed that the proposed plan was far

.more liberal and hence costly than these local authorities would be able

to :support. There is no question that there was- merit in:these objections.
' The solution, however, may not have been simply to abandon the idea of

uniform plan, but rather to redesign it so that it would be able to be

applied satisfactorily both in large crime-ridden cities and also in the

more peaceful setting from which these objections can be expected to arise.

The later retirement ages and hence much lower pension costs which would ,
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-be normal in these rural settings will always give rise to - this problem -
,

. unless it is anticipated in the'design'of the plan itself -.

Reciprocity has more.to offer than has..vesting in preserving manpower in

the law enforcement field while providing better benefits-and greater

mobility and opportunity to the individual officer. But to be fully
,

effective, a 1.political. subdivisions wouldhave .to be covered by the

reciprocity agreement - a situation which is very rare today -and agree-

ments would have to extend also across.state lines. This whole approach

has promise, but cart be improved on, as shown later in this report.

Reciprocity as between federal and state retirement systems is also needed,

discussed later in this report.



(4) - "FULL PORTABILITY" OF PENSION RIGHTS AND RESERVES 

The concept implied here would contemplate the transfer, with the police

officer, of all of his accrued pension rights from the losing employer

to the gaining employer, along with the full actuarial reserve necessary„

.to provide the accrued benefit. .

It would differ froth a widespread system of 100% immediate vesting in that

the losing employer would no longer have any obligation to its former

employee. There would be no need to maintain records as to his pension

-rights, or toenquire as to his continued survival, name, location, or

retirement. All of these matters would be of concern to the gaining employer

Unlike the system of reciprocity as generally practiced, there would be

no allocation of cost between employers at the time of retirement. The

final employer would have all of the money and would be responsible for

all of the cost of the pension.

When the matter is stated in this way, it would seem that this concept of

full portability of pensions and reserves make good sense. However, there

are at least as many pitfalls in this approach as in the other approaches

described so far. These include:

(a) . The complete absence of actuarialreserves in large numbers

of local government retirement systems., This would in many r-
cases create insuperable problems at one or both ends of the

, . transfer. In large.numbers of cases, the losing employer -

simply would not have the funds to transfer. In many other

cases, the gaining employer would have no fund into which'

. to place the transferred reserve, and hence no capability

to earn the interest, absorb the mortality risk, capital

fluctuations,,and .other experience fluctuations which are

- normal to theoperation of a pension fund. When reduced

down to a single individual, the actuarial reserve, which ,

is calculated on the basis of large numbers and the opera-

tion of averages, would involve a financial hazard and .
. -

little. else. The gaining employer might gain or lose from

the transaction.
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(b) The commencement date of the pension and its form may

or may not conform to that of the gaining employer. The

odds are that it would not.

• (c)- The question of transfers outside the law enforcement

field would have to be resolved. If the police officer

is entitled to his accruing pension and .its reserve

value as a part of his compensation, and to have it

move along with him, is he any less entitled to it if

he leaves the law enforcement field and enters some

other employment? If his right to the pension is absolute,

regardless of the direction of transfer, then the concept

of mobility-with-conservation-of-manpower within the law

enforcement field is lost. Reciprocity systems do have

the advantage of holding law enforcement manpower within

this field.

) What would be the result of future pay increases after

transfer? Generally, a fully portable pension does not

change in value or amount after it is moved. The

actuarial reserve does not grow otherwise than from

• investment earninis which are discounted in advance.'

There would be no machinery for recognizing the effects

. of inflation in eroding pension values either before or:

after retirement, or upgrading these when plans are

'liberalized. ,-Transferred fragments of pensions would

thus beAuite'vulnerable to inflation and hence would .

become obsolete and insufficient.

(e) The same problems that arise in determining the amount

of vested pensions in the case of plans based on final-,
or final-average earnings would apply equally to portable

pensions, with the added complication that in determining -

the amount of the reserve to be transferred, an actuarial'

allowance for future pay increases may or may not have

been made. Ifit had been made, would.the transferring
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• :

officer be entitled to the transfer of,thatA)ortion of
- his reserve arising from future pay increases that had

not yet become effective? Thorny problems would arise

in the choice of actuarial bases and methods which would

take on an entirely new significance.

-Enough points have been made to indicate that the widespread establishment
of fully portable pensions, along with related pension reserves, cannot be. . .

..,,regarded  as,a_practical-approach.to the resolution of this whole problem.
The problems in_getting.40,000 separate employers each to bring their
-pension systemsrinto -a soundly funded actuarial condition, which would have
to precede the successful- implementation of this approach need only to be

_,
mentioned to cause this line of attack to be abandoned.



(5) TEACHERS' INSURANCE & ANNUITY ASSOCIATION: A PRECEDENT FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT?

In view of the spirit of professionalism which exists among teachers in

institutions of higher education, and their freedom to circulate among .

these institutions, it Is natural to look to the pension arrangements -
,

which apply to them for a precedent which might apply also - to'law enforce

ment officers. .These pensions are provided largely through the Teachers'

Insurance and Annuity Association.— '

ilia toiticat Review 

It has been stated that when Andrew

in 1890, he was shocked to find how

professors and concluded that for a

was impossible.'.The problem'made a

Carnegie became a university trustee

small were - the'salaries of the

professor to save for his old age

deep-impression on him, and he

• frequently discussed the matter with the

time.

prominent educators of the

In 1905, as a gift to higher education he gave $10,000,000, the income
- .

of which was to provide retirement pensions for teachers of universities,

colleges and,technical.schools'in the United States, Canada; and -. . .
Newfoundland.' This was the origin of the Carnegie Foundation.

Early in 1906, the foundation reincorporated with a federal charter.

By June 1906, 52 institutions were deemed acceptable for "free pensions

and 33 pensions had been granted to professors and widows.

The concept of treating pensions as "deferred compensation fully assured
,

for  the future" is the concept-.thatyas incorporated in the TIAA system

,which later evolved, and which employs the use of individual annuity.

- contracts and full vesting of all retirement income contributions.
•

Unquestionably, the greatest single contribution to.pension_philosophy,

by the Carnegie free pensions was the concept of transferability. To s -

qualify'for-a retirement allowance, it was not necessary that a teacher• - . • - . -

spend any specified length of time in any one of the associated institu—

tions. In 1918 this concept of mobility was carried over to the much

broader TIAA plan operating within the college world. In 1935, 30 years



after the Carnegie Foundation was organized, the federal Social Security
Act established the principle of transferable pension benefits for most
of the American working force:

As their experience with the free pension system had grown, the officers
of the Carnegie Foundation realized that free pensions would give only
a most limited service to education. . Hence the Foundation began.a,seareh ., - ,

- for a practical and durable pension system that would fully meet the needs
of the world. iThi6--eearch-continuedfcir severaryears'and .
culminated in the'organization'in 1916 of a study commission, bringing
together the best available sources of knowledge. _Educational and. . . -

. actuarial representatives-sought.the solution of a problem that loomed
large, not only for teachers but for all the colleges and universities.-
in the Country.

A statement of principles for college .and university retirement planning

was published by the Commission of Insurance and Annuities in its report
of 1917. These principles included:

(a) A college retirement system should rest upon the co-operation

and mutual contributions of the colleges and the teachers.
- ,

,(b) , For the assurance of the annuity, there must be set aside
year by year enough to build up a - reserVe adequate to meet.

the ultimate benefit payments.

(c) . The arrangement with the teacher should be put on a-

, contractual basis.

(d) The greatest freedom of movement of the college teacher

from one college to another should be provided for.

These recommendations were carried out by the establishment in 1918 of

Teachers' Insurance and.Annuities- Association to provide fully vested

I- annuities under a contractual and contributory system. It was felt that
these provided "a just, feasible and permanent" solution to the retire-
ment problem. .In'the next few decades, hundreds of educational institu-
tions were to adopt TIAA retirement plans.

,



The purpose of TIAA was stated at the outset "to aid and strengthen

non-proprietary and non-profit-making. colleges, universities and other

institutions engaged primarily in education and research by providing

annuities, life insurance and sickness and accident benefits suited to

the needs of such institutions and the teachers and other persons employed

by them on terms as advantageous to the holders and beneficiaries as shall

be practicable, and by counselling such institutions and their employees

concerning pension plans or other measures of security, all without ' =

iprofit."

TIAA was incorporated under the New York State laws applicable to stock

life insurance companies. The charter states explicitly that its business

shall be do Le without profit. In 1938, the Carnegie corporation transferred

the stock of the Association to an independent board designated as trustees

of TIAA stock, a membership corporation created by a special act of.the

New York State legislature. As the sole stockholder of the Association,

-- tr.Istees of TIAA stock as a body elects the trustees of the Association,

ona of whom is nominated by policy holders for a four-year term.

- The College Retirement Equities Fund (CREF), a fundamentally new approach

to retirement planning, was founded in 1952 as a- companion organization'

to TIAA. The two non-profit organizations;play7gn important role in .

Anarican higher education. •Their special retirement and insurance arrange-

ments, available only to, educators, have strengthened the educational
. .

system and facilitated the attraction to teaching of capable and devoted

men and women.

- Since January 1, 1936, the contracts issued by TIAA have been self-supporting.

,Since 1918, TIAA has paid More than $785,000,000 to educators and their
families as retirement income, death benefits, reimbursement for major

medical expenses and income during long term disability -In 1968 benefits

from TIAA and - CREF amounted to about $98,000,000.
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.0ver the years, many institutions have become participants in the TIAA. .
benefit system. This growth is illustrated by the following table:

Numbeic o
I n.6 ti,tatto n.4 

.1928

1938 - .267.;

1948 . 551

(-1958 ,898

1968 2,126

Highly significant in this picture of the continuous growth in the number
.of institutions participating in the TIAA plan is the fact that this is

a voluntary system. There is no element of coercion, or compulsion by_
legislative act. Highly significant also Is the fact that it has taken

40 years for the coverage to extend to the degree indicated by this table.

Turning to the College Retirement Equities Fund this is a membership -

Corporation created in 1952 by a special act of the New York State legisla-
ture., Control is vested in the.seven- members of CREF who are also the

member.rrustees,of TIAA stock purpose Of the combined TIAA-CREF system
is to link retirement income more closely with The growth and change of the
American economy. .Due to the presence and'prospects of long-term inflation,
a new approach to retirement income had been needed for some time This ,

system pioneered the variable annuity concept, benefits being purchased
. and paid out in units based on common stock investments.•

.The TIAA-CREF policyholder may allocate-between .25% and 75% of his total-, .
.'concurrent  annuity premium to CREF, with the remainder going to TIAA. • The

two parts of this system are designed to complement each other, the

'being to provide a hedge against both inflation and deflation..

aim ,

As non-profit organizations with services limited to the educational world,

TIAA and CREF provide annuites having features designed to meet the special

requirements of the teaching profession.



An important feature of the American educational system is the academic

,mobilityunder_which teachers, scientists and administrators more often

than not serve .a number of: institutions during a single career.. .As the:T.

career advances in successive institutions scholarship, experience, and_
talents develop and are refined. - Teachers, and of course their students,,

benefit from the iriterchange of ideas stimulated by the movement of academic

personnel among colleges, universities, research organizations, foundations,

and gOvernment.- , The colleges and universities benefit by this free :movement ;

of professors and by their resulting acquaintance with the practices and -

standards of other institutions.

A retirement system_thatwould limit orrestrictthe patternof_interchange-

of academic personnel would - not.properly-serve education or the educator.

The development•-of-the scholarly Interest of professors:through.the.years .

often makes it logical for them to move,from - one:institution -to:another.

.In. recognition•of'this,',TIAA-CREF provides immediately and fully vested

• annuities -•the.individual.owns'all the .benefits Purchased-by.his own amid

his employer's -- contributionsJrom the time these contributions are made.

This allowsteachers,' research - personnel,•andscientists to move freely• • ,• .• • .
• among the 2,000 educational institutions that 'have TIAA-CREF. plans. The -,-

.• individual- may.also-take leaves,ofabsenceprenter_business .or government

service and .continue-to_pay premiums on his:own.._- He.may,stop his payments ..

altogether without losing previously accumulated benefits

Although the individual has a vested interest in these annuity benefits

and takes them with him if he changes employers, each employer is assured

by the absence of cash or loan value provisions that contributions cannot

be liquidated or mortgaged. The individual annuity can be used only for

its intended purpose - to provide retirement income, or if the employee

dies before retirement death benefits for his family.

In 1956/7, TIAA initiated two new coverages for groups of staff members. -

of educationalJnstitutions -.major medical expense insurance and total



disability benefits„, Introduction of this new service was made possible..

by a $5,000;000 appropriation by the Ford Foundation to TIAA to cover

developmental expenses and to provide contingency reserves

Neither TIAA or-CREF have any sales-agents. ..Counselling service to

is provided by TIAA through its institutional counselling'

'-departmeut. Staff members will counsel by letter and telephone, and when

recuestecl and practicable, will arrange for conferences with college:

-lofficers. Services are providedin'tonnection'with'the designing Of new .

-,11ege insurance and retirement plans,,improvement_and operation of

existing plans, coordination of TIAA benefits with Social Security or

other prazrams, and related administrative problems. Employee benefit

studies are published from time to time in the educational press or as a

separate study, providing guidance and information to those concerned

withthe design, establishment and administration'of:benefit'programs

of many.'xinds.-

consiaring.whether.this whole TIAA system would form a suitable model

Zer the establiahment of a retirement 'system for-law-enforcement officers,

follcwing considerations stand outt _

- .(a) The length of timewhich it has taken for TIAA-CREF to

reach its present lever of. saturation has been 40 years.-
-
This would seem to be far too long a:period.-In the

present stage of thinking and understanding about pensions,

portability, and mobility of law enforcement officers,

the new arrangementswould have to be brought into full

operation if possible in a very few years at the most.

(b) The fact that the adoption of TIAA-CREF is voluntary on

the part of each employing institution is harmonious with

the absence of jurisdiction over state and local- govern-

ment plans on the part of the federal government. It would
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seem that whatever.action is taken, must:be taken on

the basis of persuasion rather than legislation at
_

the federal level. Legislation at the state level is,

however, quite possible and could greatly speed up

the realization of a sound solution.

(c) The TIAA system is soundly funded. .11Any of the local•

police retirement systems are not funded at all or
•.. -... • a •

are very poorly and'inadeqUately'funded.:'There is

.no question thatwhatever system is designed and

-implemented in replacement for the present inchoate

.congolomeration and patchwork of small separate systems

. should be placed on a sound actuarially funded basis.

) There are certain features peculiar to TIAA which would .

not work well in the context of police retirement systems

.The first of these is the fact that the TIAA

plan itself.operates'on a money-purchase basis. .

Police retirement systems are almost universally_

based on_final-average earnings. It would-be a

retrograde-step to use the obsolete money-purchase

approach in the context of police retirement plans._

Similarly -,the variable annuity concept

the very essence of CREThas sbeen .greatly _weakened -

in recent.yearS by .the concurrent accelerated

inflation combined with a serious bearmarket. We

:do not believe that the variable annuity concept

itself is anything which shoul&be promoted as a

vehicle for widespread use:among-ipolice officers

or their retirement systems Where retirement plans

of government agencies are adjusted to recognize' -

'the presence of inflation in eroding pensionsto :

those already retired, the remedy is almost univer-

sally -to adjustthese in accordance with Changes

,in the consumer price index. Where this approach

used; there is no place for the variable annuity.

(e) Although there are2,000 separate educational institutions

' covered by TIAA-CREF this number is far smaller than the• -
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(f)

-'.40,000 separate -jurisdictions which.employ law enforcement -, , , _
.officers. It would be administratively difficult to deal

separately with each of these 40,000 separate jurisdictions

from one central point, except at great costin relation-
.to.the amounts and numbers covered.

Unlike the situation which existed.when.TIAA was first launched,
_

almost all law enforcement officers are already covered by

..pensionplans-offonekind,or,adother. What is basically

_lacking is not the existence of 'a retirement plan, but the

'provision of mobility between plans. A - certain -amount-of'

progress has been made in some states toward this, though

mainly with,respect to mobility within the state itself.

It.is striking to note the relationship between the professionalism among

teachers and professorial stiffs on the . one . hand and the interchange and

'circulation of the membership of this profession as - between'educatiOnal

institutions on the 'other hand.' To a real extent, the raising of standards

Within the teaching profession has gonehand in hand .with the freedom of.:,

. circulation of personnel which has been so largely assisted by .the TIM

:system._

While the TIAA,model has much to offer in the direction of promoting'the-

conceptUf mobility among law enforcement officers, we do not feel, in

,view of its voluntary membership and thewidely scattered small fragmented

nature of law enforcement employers, that a comparable degree of success

would result from attempting to duplicate this system in the law enforce-

ment field. Rather, a plan must be developed which recognizes the existing 

structureof benefits and which takes advantage of and does not cut across

the existing state systems in attaining the:goal- of mobility far more rapidly.

- than would be possible under the TIM approach.



RETIREMENT SYSTEM SERVE AS A MODEL?

Coverage under the railroad social insurance system is confined to employees

in, or closely affiliated with, the railroad industry. The railroad system.

is unique in that it is the only federally administered benefit program:-;.

covering .a single private industry.- Also, it is the most comprehensive

social insurance system of its kind and has played a prominent role in

the development of social insurance in the United States.

°Akt.the-presenttime,-the - number of workers covered - by'the railroad social

insurance system averages about.600,000.:In the course -of-a year, however,

approximately individuals acquire credits for their railroad service

_ and over 10,000,000 persons have earned such 'credits since the system started

operating in 1937. Currently, over 1,000,000 individuals eyear-receive

benefits of various types.

itatolLicat Backgkound 

Private pension plans originated in the railroad industry in 1874 when theY'

first formal pension plan in America was established. By 1927 over 80%

of all railroad employees in the United States worked for employers which

had formal plans in operation. Many of these plans had serious defects.

Credits could not be transferred from 'employer to employer. . Benefits were

often -inadequate; funding standards, where they existed at all,' were poor

. and plans could be terminated at will.

.The great depression of the early 1930's gave impetus to demands for retire•-

ment plans on a national basis. -Railroad employees had a special interest

in this problem because their'inadequately,funded and non-funded private_ . .
pension plans could not keep up with demands made on them by the general

deterioration of employment conditions and by the great accumulation of

older workers in the industry. This led to concerted efforts for the

establishment of a national program which would'provide immediate retirement

benefits in reasonable amounts to aged and disabled railroad workers. Congress
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recognized the special problems resulting from the interstate operations

of the industry and enacted legislation for a special railroad retirement

system.

• .The first legislation in this field was the Railroad Retirement Act of 1934, .

which set out to establish the first retirement system for non-governmental ,

workers in the United States to be 'administered by the federal government.

However, this Act was declared unconstitutional. The Railroad Retirement Se'

Carriers Taxing Acts,of1935.were,,therefore,-enacted,to.avoid the constitu-

tional difficulties encountered by the 1934 Act. :These-acts- were also

challenged in the courts. Before the appealliled against the court ruling

was heard, railroad management and labor formed a joint committee to negotiate

the matter, from which resulted a memorandum of agreement which, in turn, led

to the Railroad Retirement Act of 1937, and its companion bill, the Carriers

Taxing Act, both of which became law in June 1937.

These 1937 acts set up a staff retirement plan which provided annuities

to aged retired employees based on their creditable railroad earnings and

service. The system was financed by a scale of taxes levied on employers

and employees, applicable to the first $300 of monthly earnings.

Many amendments followed, extending the benefit arrangements and dealing

with the coordination between this system and-the federal Social Security

system. Increases in benefit amounts, changes in tax rates, increases in -

the limits of creditable and taxable - earnings, liberalizations in eligibility

requirements for benefits and new forms of benefits have been added.

At the present time the Railroad Retirement system provides monthly benefits• 

to employees who retire on account of old age or disability, and to the

eligible wives or dependent spouses of such employees. In addition, it

provides for monthly and lump-sum survivor benefits to wives, children

and parents.



The Railroad Retirement system was conceived originally as a retirement
plan which emphasized income benefits based on length of service and amount
of earnings. Successive amendments gradually changed the character of the
system as more and more features have been added taking into account the
presumptive economic needs of the beneficiaries in terms of family composi-
tion, but benefits still tend to be related to the service and earnings
of the employees themselves. Today, the system may be considered a social
insurance program with some retirement plan features.

In computing amounts of survivors' insurance benefits, earnings covered.
by the Social Security Act are combined with earnings in the railroad

,industry., The amount of benefits to survivors is determined not only.
by the employee service and earnings, but also by the number and ages of

.'his surviving dependents.

' Under an'agreement between labor and management the 1966 amendments.to
the Railroad Retirement Act included provisions for a system of supplemental:-
annuities to certain long-service employees awarded regular annuities after
June 30th, 1966. This provision gave-recognition -to the fact that large

'numbers of workers covered under the Social Security system, (for example, ,
steel and automobile workers) were also covered by'private'penSion plans,_ . _ ••
that is, it was designed to increase the retirement income of currently .

-retiring railroad employees to amounts comparable to those.availableto
other workers. This supplemental plan is financed entirely by employers,
by means of a special tax on man-hours paid for.

Comdination with Sociat SecuiLity System 

The principal forms of coordination include:,

(a) Jurisdiction over survivors' insurance benefits.

. .(b) Transfer to Social Security coverage ofindividuals with less

than ten years of railroad service.

Financial interchange arrangements



-(d) Provision establishing maximum. spouse annuity.

(e)., Offsets for dual- benefit:increases in 1966 andsubsequent

years.

(f) Earnings base and tax rate.

der the financial interchange provision, the Railroad Retirement and Social

Security systems are required to make annual determinations of the amounts

which would place the Social Security trust funds in the same position as

" the railroad service after 1936 had been covered under the Social

Security system. As amendments have taken place in the Social Security

system, provision has been made for each amendment to apply to beneficiaries

under the Railroad Retirement Act. All Social Security provisions such

as those for disability insurance benefits, earlier retirement benefits,

and the relaxation of requirements for insurance status have formed 'a
. .

floor under the benefit structure of the Railroad Retirement system.

Railroad employees are guaranteed to receive 10% more than would be payable

LL-er z.-.e Social Security system. Individuals can receive benefits simul-

neously under both the Railroad Retirement and the Social Security systems.

:owever, increases granted by the 1966 and subsequent amendments are reduced

-c.neficiary is also receiving a Social Security benefit.

Through 1969, benefits under, the Railroad Retirement, system have been

• awarded to 1,100,000 retired employees, 500,000:wives and.1,400,000.survivors.

At the end of 1969, 'there were about 968,000 beneficiaries on the rolls ,

and benefits were being,paid at the rate of more than $11/2 billion annually.i-

In searchin for a model or precedent which might serve,as a guide for the

development of a plan or system providing mobility for law enforcement

officers it is natural to look to this nationwide system covering a specific

industry to see whether this contains the elements of a workable system

for law enforcement officers. There 'are many contrasts and differences
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between the conditions existing in the railroad industry and those presently
existing in the law enforcement field. Some of these are as follows:

) Railroad3comprise private industry; -law enforcement is
the business primarily of state and local governments.:
This requires a different legislative approach.'

(b) Railroads generally operate across state lines; law

-enforcement,-on'the other hand, is administered through_
a fragmented series of local governmental agencies as
well as state agencies, each confined within its own
territorial limits.

' (c) The private pension systems which existed-at the time

of the establishment of the Railroad Retirement system
- were in a serious financial condition and unable to, .
withstand economic difficulties. State and local

government systems, on the other hand, do have their

taxing power as a basic financial resource..

(d) The constitutional difficulties which arose at the

establishment of the Railroad Retirement system would

probably have been less difficult to cope with than

those which would arise if an attempt were made to

establish a nationwide system by federal legislation

for police officers administered by the federal

government.

(e) The Railroad Retirement system operates largely inde-

pendently .of the Social Security system as an alternative
. social insurance system. Many state and local government

plans operate alongside and in addition to Social Security

-Coverage, as do private plans, although this is not by

any means universal with respect to police officers.
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'Subject tcyall.ofithese limitations and contrasts, it is of course conceivable

that a centrally-administered retirement system for law enforcement officers-_
could be established under federal auspices If this were done, it would

seem more likely that its coverage would have to be extendedpiecemeal, with• •

the initiative being taken separately in each, area to bring state and local.

government units'under .the•system. This would prove to bea most time-consuming_

process,',laborious:in the extreme, and unlikely. to result except perhaps

after many, many years, in full coverage under the nationwide system Those

local authoritesprasently the most afraid of losing personnel, and hence-

thel.eait likely to be payingwages•end.benefits at -a competitive standard,-,

would be, for these'reasons„the least likely to enter the nationwide system.

It is these'same'local .authorities. which would'be the most desirable, from -

theyiewpoint of thenational interest ,to bring into the nationwide System.

'After much reflection and enquiry, we have concluded-that the idea of estab-

lishing a single nationwide retirement system imposed upon all of those

employing law enforcement officers by federal decree, is not a practical

. approach, 'and we would not, therefore, recommend'that .further consideration*. __
,

be given to thia'alternative. If the approach to.a centrally administered

- system were through voluntary action on the part of each of the many thousands

' of local authorities, .the result wouldnot. meastire up to what is needed, either

in the time it would take to achieve a worth-while result the damage to,

existing systems, or in the ultimate coverage provided, unless heavy federal

subsidies were provided. A more practical approach is available, as developed

later in this report.
•
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(7) A SINGLE STATEWIDE POLICE RETIREMENT 'SYSTEM 

Because ,ic - provides the most direct and successful:approach so far to the
problem of mobility as between all local authorities within a single state,
we pres.-:Lz: in some detail the following account ofthe position which has
recently been reached in the State of Washington.

Fuit Pmtabitity o6 Penoion4 Come to the State o6 Wo..shington 

,In the year,1969,.the Washington State legislature enacted far reaching
legislation which swept into a singldretirementsystem more than one hundred
scattered pension plans of cities, towns townships, counties, and other

'jurisdictions throughout.,the state.,

The nesaZting statewide Aztitement system pnovides an excettent exam e
o a 4oZution which, adopted by each and evety state thAoughout the
Ulited States, load save once and OA. aZZ the paobtern o6 mobitity o
moOment o6 taw enpncement olf6iceivs at Least within the boundaes o
each state. This legislation does not, however, resolve the problem o
mobility as between states - a subject dealt with later in this report.

Following are key extracts from the Washington Law Enforcement Officers'-
and ,Fire-Fighters'. Retirement System Act.,Sinct4this .may well form a.-. _

'basis  for.the guidance of other states, We have felt it advisable to

quote these sections verbatim, even though they contain some references'
to extraneous matters..

41.26.040 SYSTEM CREATED - MEMBERSHIP - FUNDS -
:TRANSFERS AMORTIZATION OF UNFUNDEDUABILITIES

The Washington Law Enforcement Officers and Fire-Fighters'
Retirement System is hereby created for Fire-Fighters andS

. Law Enforcement Officers

. (1) All.Fire-Fighters and Law Enforcement Officers employed,
as such on or after March 1,1970 on - a.full-time fully,
compensated basis in this state shall be members of the -
Retirement,System established by this. chapter with-

. ,

•
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respect to all periods of service as such,'to the
exclusion of any pension system existing under any
prior act, except as provided in subsection 2 of
this section.

Any employee serving as a law enforcement officer
or fire-fighter on March 1, 1970 who is then
making retirement contributions under any prior
act shall have his membership transferred to the 
system established by this chapter as of such date.
,Upon retirement for service or for disability or
death of any such employee, his retirement benefits
earned under-this-act,shall be = computed and paid.
In addition, his benefits,under the prior retirement
act to which he was making contributions at the time
of this transfer shall be computed as if he had not
transferred. For the purpose of such computations,
the employee's creditability of service and eligi-

-bility for service or disability retirement and
• survivor and all other benefits shall continue to..
be provided in such prior retirement act, as if
transfer of membership had not occurred.

The excess, if any, of the benefits so computed,
giving full value to survivor benefits, over the
benefits payable under this 1970 Amendatory Act

• shall be paid. If the employee's prior retirement
system was the Waihington Public Employees' Retirement
System, payment of such excess will be made by that
system; if the employeVs prior retirement system
was the Statewide City Employees' Retirement System,
payment of such excess shall be made by the employer
which was the member's employer when his transfer of •
membership occurred; PROVIDED that any death in'
line of duty lump-sum benefit payment shall continue
to be the obligation of that system as provided in
R.C.W. 41.44.210; in the case of all other prior
retirement systems, payments of such excess shall
be made by the employer which was the member's
employer when his transfer of membership occurred.

' (3) All funds held by any firemen's or policemen's relief
and pension fund shall remain in that fund for the
purpose of paying the obligations of the fund. The
municipality shall continue to levy the millage as
provided in R.C.W. 41.16.060, and this millage shall
be used for the purpose of paying the benefits pro-
vided in chapters 41.16 and 41.18 R.C.W. The
obligations of chapter 41.20 R.C.W. shall continue to
be paid from whatever financial sources the city has
been using for this purpose.



(4) Any member transferring from the Washington Public
Employees' Retirement System or City
Employees' Retirement-System.shall have transferred
from the appropriate fund of the prior System of
-membership, a sum sufficient to. pay into the Washington
,Law Enforcement Officers' and Fire-Fighters' Retirement -
- System-Fund the amount of the employees' and employers'
contributions plus.credited interest in the prior system
for all service, as defined.in this 1970 Amendatory Act,
from the date of the employee's.entrance therein until.
March 1, 1970. Except as provided for in subsection (2) '
such transfer of funds shallAischarge'said State-_

- ,RStirement,Systemsqrom'any'further -obligation'to .pay .„
, benefits to such transferring members with respect to
such service.

(5) All unfunded liabilities created by this o.r. any other
section of the chapter shall be computed by the actuary'
in his biennial valuation. Such computation shall
provide for amortization of the unfunded liabilities
over a period of not more than 40 years from March 1,
1970. The amount thus computed as necessary shall
be reported to the Government by the Board of the
Retirement System for inclusion in the budget. The
legislature shall make the necessary appropriation

• to fund the unfunded liability from the State general
fund beginning with the 1971/1973 biennium.

41.26.050 PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT BOARD TO ADMINISTER
SYSTEM - ADDITIONAL MEMBERS, ELECTION, TERMS

The Retirement Board shall be composed of the members of the
Public Employees' Retirement Board established in chapter
41.40 R.C.W. Their terms of office shall be the same .as
their terms of office with the Public Employees' Retirement
Board. The members of the Retirement System shall elect two .
additional members to the Board who shall be members of the
Washington Law Enforcement Officers' and Fire-Fighters'
Retirement System. These additional board members shall

.serve on the Retirement Board only for purposes of administer-
ing this chapter. One board member shall be a fire-fighter
and shall be elected by the fire-fighter members and one
shall be a law enforcement officer elected by the law
enforcement members. These board members shall serve two
year terms.... All administrative services of this System -
shall be performed.by the Director and staff of the Public
Employees' Retirement System with the cost of administration
as determined by the Retirement Board charged against the
Washington Law Enforcement Officers' and Fire-Fighters'
Retirement Fund as provided in this chapter from funds
appropriated for this purpose.



41-.26.060 DUTIES - LIABILITY OF BOARD MEMBERS

The administration of this system is hereby vested in the Board
of the Washington Public Employees' Retirement System persuant
to Section 5 of this 1969 Amendatory Act and the Board shall:

(1) 'Keep in convenient form such data as: shall be:.
- deemed necessary for actuarial valuation purposes;

„
As of March 1, 1970, and at least every two -
years thereafter, through its actuary, make an

:-'attuarial-valuation-as-to'the'mortality:-.and
.service experience of the beneficiaries under
this Act and the various accounts created for
the purpose of. showing the financial status of
the Retirement fund;

(3) - Adopt fOi,the Retirement - System the mortality
tables and such other tables as shall be deemed'
necessary;

. (4) Keep a record of its proceedings....;

....adopt such rules and regulations....for,
the administration of the proviSions of this
1969 Amendatory Act....;

(6) Provide for investment, reinvestment
.and withdrawal of funds;

(7) Prepare and publish annually a financial
statement....;

(8) Serve without compensation but be reimbursed
for expenses.

Perform such other functions...'.;.

No members of the Board shall be liable for, the
negligence, default, failure of:any employee or'
other member of the'Board....but shall be liable
only for his own personal default....;

Fix the amount of interest to be credited at a
rate which shall be based upon the net annual:
earnings of the fund....and make any necessary
changes in such rate....;
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.(12),Pay from the Retirement'Fund the expenses incurred-.
in administration....;

(13) Perform any other duties prescribed....;- all disability
claims -shall be submitted and approved or.disapproved
by the disability boards established by this1969

- Amendatory Act....

41.26.070 WASHINGTON LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERSI AND
FIRE-FIGHTERS' RETIREMENTTUND:CREATM- TRUSTEES

'A'funa is created and established in the State Treasury to be
known as the Washington Law Enforcement Of and Fire-Fighters'
Retirement Fund and shall consist of all monies paid into it in
accordance with the provisions.of this 1969 Amendatory Act, whether
such monies shall take the form of cash, securities, or other assets.
The members of the Retirement Board shall be the Trustees of these
funds created by this 1969 Amendatory Act and the Retirement Board
shall have full power to invest or reinvest these funds in the
securities authorized by R.C.W. 41.40.071 as now or hereafter, amended.

41.26.080 FUNDING TOTAL L/ABILITY OF SYSTEM

The total liability of this system shall be funded as follows:

(1) Every member shall have deducted from each payroll
a sum equal to 6% of his basic salary for each pay
period. -

.(2) Every employer shall contribute monthly a sumequal to
6% of the basic salary of each employee who is a

'member of this Retirement System. The employer shall .
- transmit the employee and employer contributions.with
a copy of the payroll" to the Retirement System, Monthly. .

(3) The biennial actuarial valuation required by Section 6 (2)
of this 1969 Amendatory Act shall establish the total
liability for this System. This liability shall be
divided into current service liability and prior service
liability. The contributions required by (1) and (2)
above shall be applied toward the current service
-liability to be appropriated from the State general
fund. The prior service liability shall be amortized
over a period of not more than 40 years from March 1,
1970. The amount thus computed shall be added to the
current service liability to be appropriated from the
State general fund.



This total amount shall be reported to the Governor
by the Director of the Retirement System, upon
approval of the Board, for inclusion in the budget.
The legislature shall make the necessary appropriation
from the State general fund to,the Washington Law
Enforcement Officers' and Fire-Fighters' Retirement
Fund after considering the estimates as prepared and

- submitted. The transfer of funds from the State
general fund to the Retirement System shall be at a
rate'determined by the Board of Trustees on the basis.
of the latest actuarial valuation. The total amount
of such transfers for a biennium shall not exceed the
.total-amount appropriated by the legislature.

Every member shall be deemed to consent and agree to
the contributions made and provided for herein, and
shall receipt in full for his salary or compensation.
Payment less said contributions shall be a complete
discharge of all claims and demands whatsoever for
the services.rendered by such person during the
period covered by such payments, except his claim
to the benefits to which he may be entitled under
the provisions of this chapter.

The remaining Sections of the Act contain,a description of benefit rights.
_

and formulas. These are summarized immediately following these exerpts
_

from the Act. The following Section is Yhowever, of interest and is again

quoted fully.

41.26.240 INCREASES OR DECREASES IN RETIREMENT ALOWANCES TO
BE DETERMINED BY RETIREMENT BOARD IN ACCORDANCE WITH

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX

"Index" shall mean for any calendar year, that year's
average Consumer Price Index --Seattle, Washington area
for urban wage-earners and - clerical workers, all items
(1957 - 1959 equals.100), 'compiled by the Bureau'of
Labor Statistics, United States.Department of Labor.

.(2) "Retirement Allowance" shall mean theretirement-
allowance provided for in R.C.W. 41.26.100•and.41.26.130,
and the monthly allowance provided for in'R.C.14% 41.26.160.

.Effective April 1, 1971, and of each succeeding year, •
- every retirement allowance which has been in effect for
more than one year shall,be adjusted to that dollar
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amount which exceeds vits.original'dollar amount by
the percentage differencewhich the Board finds to
exist between the Index for the previous .calendar

, year and the Index for the calendar year prior to-.
effective retirement date of theperson to whom,

or on behalf of whom such retirement allowance is
being paid; PROVIDED that no retirement allowance
shall in any event be reduced to A dollar amount less
than its original amount...

-.Whenever the amount of a benefit is to be 'recalculated'
•. because of a change in the.numbers-of children, the
• amount,;_shal,1,_bat.calculated!.A*-,,if,-0 th etoLnew numher_of.,
children had: always been in existence. -

Benegt Stauctuice 

The following.paragraphs containa convenient summary of the benefit:pro7

visions of the Washington Law Enforcemenfficers'Yand Fire-Fighters!.:

Retirement System.-: These benefits AOW apply to eligible employees of local
,

-authorities throughout the7State-of Washington inreplacement:of a variety

of systems which'previouslyexisted This'summary -Agas'prepared by the

consulting actuary to the new system._ -

Meinbex' Beneictt 

SERVICE RETIREMENT

Age 50 and five years of service.

Benefit: (a) Members with at least 20 years of service: 2%
of final average salary for each year of service.t

(b) Members with 10-20 years of service: 1.5% of
final average salary for each year of service.

Cc

Stavivotiz Benegt 

Eligibility: Unremarried spouse who was married to retired member:-.1-_
for at least one year prior to the member's death or
unmarried child of deceased member under eighteen.

Members with 5-10 years of service: 1% of final,
average salary for each year of service.

-
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Benefit: If eligible spouse, continuation of member's .'
'retirement allowance,. plui 5% of
salary for surviving child, with 'a limitation
on the ,combined allowances of 60% of final average
salary.

no eligible spouse, 30% of final average salary
' for first.child plus 10% for each additional child,:
':subject to 60% of final average salary limitation.

Special Provision: If the member's contributions have not been exhausted
at the point at which there are no remaining survivors,
the balance goes to the member's legal heirs.

Membeit.14 Benegt 

Eligibility:

Benefit:

Recovery from

Stavivoes Bene  ;

Eligibility:

Benefit:.

DISABILITY

Continued disability
(during which salary

50% of final average
to a-maximum of 60%.

after six months waiting period.
is paid by employer).-'

.salary - plus 5% for each child up.

(a) Upon recovery before age 50 member is restored to
service with full credit-for, service while disabled.

Upon recovery after age 50-member's benefit continues
as the.gieater of his disability allowance and his
service retirement allowance.

Unremarried spouse who was married to retired member'
,for-at least one year prior'to the member's-death_or

..unmarried child of deceased member under eighteen.

Note: The one year-periodof,marriage.prior to death
is not required for duty related disablements.

(a) If eligible spouse, continuation of member's
disability allowance, plus' 5% of final average
salary for each surviving child, with a limitation
on the combined allowances of 60% of final -

:.average salary.

( If no eligible spouse, 30% of final - average- salary.
,for first child plus 10% for each additional child,
subject to 60% of final averagesalary limitation.



-*Special Provision: If the member's contributions have not been exhausted
at the point at which there are no remaining survivors,
the balance goes to the member's legal heirs.

' Eligibility:

DEATH WHILE ON ACTIVE DUTY

Unremarried spouse who was married to an active member
for at least one year prior to the member's disablement
or unmarried child of disabled member under eighteen.

Benefit: . ( If eligible spouse, 50% of final average salary,
plus 5% of final,average„salary,for.each surviving.

- child, with :a limitation onthe combined allowances
of 60% of final average salary.

(b) If no eligible spouse, 30% of final average salary
.for first child plus 10% for each additional child,.
subject to 60% of final average salary limitation.

_Special _If' the member's contributions have not been exhausted at
the point at which there are no remaining survivors, the

.,:balance goes to the member's legal heirs.

Eligibility:

Deferred Benefit ,
Commences at:

.VESTING -•

Termination of employment after five years of service.

Note: This does not relate to transfers of employment
-within the area covered -by the system. '

Age 50 '

Benefit: (a) Members with at least 20 years of service: 2% of
final average salary for each year of service.

Death While Vested-.
Prior to Commence-
ment of Benefits:

(b) Members with-l0-20 years of service: 1.5% of final
average salary for each year of service.

Members with 5 - 10 years of service: 1% of final
average salary for each year of service.

Member's accumulated contributions are paid in lump sum :
to heirs.
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Eligibility:

, Benefit:

Type:

- WITHDRAWAL :PRIOR TO VESTING:

Termination of.employment, with no other benefits payable.

Return of accumulated contributions.:

POST-RETIREMENT -INCREASES

Increase or decrease proportionate.to the increase or
decrease in the Consumer Price Index, with change.

No.benefit may decrease below
original amount.

Applicability:: All monthly. benefits.

Funthen In0Amation Retative to the Washington State'System 

The following extracts from the report of the consulting actuaries to the_ .
: Washington Law Enforcement Officers' and Fire-Fighters' Retirement System

may be of interest in clarifying further the manner in- whichthis system

_operates._

'The various local systems comprising .the statewide plan have

retained their responsibility for making retirement allowance

payments to.the.(already) retired members of the local systems

as of thevaluation date... Accordingly, 'there were no calculations',

to be made in the first valuation with respect to persons then

retired."

"As to the costs of the system, the first actuarial valuation

brought out la current service liability of 30.27% of the total
_
annual salaries of members of the system. The corresponding

contribution rate for amortizing the Unfunded liability for

prior service over the 40-year amortization period ending

February 28, 2010, as required by law, was 14.89% of the

total annual salaries. 'Thus the total required contribution
• from all sources was 45.16% of salary."

•
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,"Since each employee contributes 6% of his salary to the system,

and since this is -matched by the (local) employer, these'amounts-

are deducted from the above percentage leaving a net contribution

rate of'33.16% as an obligation of the-State of Washington."

.TheqoregoingAnformatiow,relative,to,the-new'statewide plan recently enacted- .-
by the Washington State legislature in replacement of more than one hundred -

local systems is put forward as an illustration of what can be done by each

state to take care of its own situation._ It does not deal with transfers

between states, which are the subject of the next following section of this -

- report (Section 8).-
,

. • .

•
No comment or evaluation is made here as to the particular benefit structure

adopted in Washington. The important point to notice is its breadth of

coverage throughout the state. We do have certain refinements to suggest as

to basic benefit design. These are described in Section (9) below. A backstop

minimum benefit approach is outlined in Section (10). We are hopeful that there

will be no need to.redortto this., even though it would be a vast improvement

over the present status inmany states. We would, however, prefer to see an ,

approach similar to those described in Sections (7) and (9) adopted by all

states.
1.•
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) RECIPROCITY BETWEEN STATES 

While the. absorption of all local government retirement systems into a,
:single statewide system for law enforcement officers appears to provide
the most feasible and effective- resolution.of.the_problem of lateral

. mobility within the-borders-ofeach'state, and to be within the legisla—
tive power of the state to accomplish, this does notin itself resolve
the problem of transfers across state lines.,

,,„Nor,4oes_the,federal*government,apparentlyhaVe,the:power to legislate
the establishment of -a single federal system which would sweep all of
-these state orJocaLgOvernment-systems,into one overall law enforcement:A
officers': plan which would cover all of the United States.

While the majority of. transfers of employment would probablylstill:occur
within'the borders. of the state of residence the - nuMber of potential.'

- .
interstate movementsis still very large and important. in

- development of professionalism, the effective deployment of available
. manpower, exchange - of.experience',.filling of positions-by.men of the• , •

best caliber, and in the expansion of the fields of opportunity for the

•

A solution must therefore be found to.thisf problem of interstate transfers. ,

The following considerations apply: '

If all of the vast multitude -of small and fragmented local_
systems can be reduced in number to fifty only, thrOugh.

- - - - -absorption into a.single system covering each state, as.

above described, then the establishment of reciprocity ,
agreements between these fifty states would become a-'

matter of - practical.feasibility. - As . between.40,000.

--separate existing local authorities, it is not..., It is

probable - that a single form of agreement can be arrived at
which would be capable of serving all or most of these.

states.';. fifty 
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"(b)7-While under some .reciprocity.systems now in operation, no

funds are transferred between local authorities, there

would probablybe ,a stronger case for .establishing.the -

principle of a transfer.of-funds'in the case of movements

between one state system and another.. ,

.(c) A uniform actuarial basis for arriving at the amount-of

reserves to be transferred would seem to,be indicated,

would, not coincide

with the -actuarialireserve basis being used by the gaining

or the losing state, -or-either.

(d) An alternativeyould .be'for each.state .system to pay its_ .• .
share of thelinal!pension at retirement, with no transfers

, • ' . . -
of reserve, just, as is now done under some state reciprocity

arrangements. , Since the administrative work would be

greater, and the distances longer, and the respective

systems less easily -coordinated_one:with another,,we
_

would leantoward the previously, described method of

transferring a reserve and thuAlinalizing.the,whole_ _ - _ . .
:matter at the timeof transfer of employment.

(e) Such transfers of reserve would not, in the relative size

of the:cash flows under non-funded systems', cause anything-,

like the same problems for statewide systems that they

wouldfor the many very small systems now in existence.

While the individual amounts may seem large in the value.

scale of the individual, and could cause severe financial
. .

strains in a small 'sysiem,'_especiallyAvhere this is non-

ifunded or only partially funded, the same amount wouldbe
,„ •

taken in stride by a large system, even when non-funded.

This applies equally to inward and outward transfers.. -
A large funded system would be even less- disturbed.
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(f). If this whole approach is adopted, the only transfers of

reserve would be between states. There would be no transfers- • • • .. . , -
of reserve Within any state because all law enforcement Officers
within each state would be free to move within that state and

continue to be covered continuously under theone statewide.

retirement system.

• (g). While the federal government cannot apparently impose either_

„.,...a.,single„,..retirement.A.systemAfor-law.enforcement •officers on
-

:all states or,local -authorities; - it Can:and.probably would:

. wish to bring its powerful influence to bear in the following

.ways: •

By convening a conference of representatives of

the fifty states td, consider the matters covered

in this report with a view, to encouraging legislation 

in each state to sweep all .law enforcement retirement

systems -into a single statewide plan'as has already

been,done in Washington; - orrto bring substantially

equivalent arrangements.intO operation <as in New York). -

ii. By providing a - financial inducement-to participate in . .

'a.system of interstate recipfOcity with respect to

the preservation of pension rights, both by defraying ,

the administrative cost.of.initiating this, and also

by providing a portion (such as one-quarter or one-third). _
of the actual reserve amounts to be transferred between--
states. -

By.limiting any substantial amount of federal financial participation
. •

in this way only to the area of interstate transfers, a good balance

. would be maintained between the desirability of having each state

clean its own house without federal involvement, on the one hand,

and the need, on the other hand, to remove any resistance -to partici-

pation in the broader principle of nationwide mobility.

•
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As an inducement to the respective states to implement

the internal steps referred to in (i), the payments

described in (ii) could be made contingent on this step

being taken, or could be increased where it has been

taken or where substantially equivalent measures have

been implemented (as in New York)

):The steps outlined herein need not be limited to pensions,

,disability,,and...sUrvivor,Ancome.benefits. The general
. • .. -

administrative framework visualized herein'could- also very.

readily cover lump-sum death benefits if desired We

,!understand that proposals exist at present for federally

subsidized lump-sum death benefits, under which a federal

government agency would be dealing directly with each or with

very large numbers of small scattered local authorities, such -.

as 40,000 or even more local authorities. -:The'approach herein
• - - . . = .

outlined could very easily.substitute.relationships .between
-

the federal government and, the fifty state governments Only,

with each state handling itsown internal local authorities
_• _ . _

both with respect to retirement, disability; and survivors

income benefits; and lump-sum death benefits-also-if-desired.

.These various.forms.of-benefits can probably be handled more

efficiently in a single administrative and record system,

within each state.- In the event of the death of a partici-

pating law enforcement officer, the fact of this death is
• -.

of prime.importance.both.to.pension as well as to death
-

'benefit and survivors benefit administration. It would

avoid duplication for contributions, pension and death

benefit payments and transfers of location all to be cared

for in one administrative center within each state.

Since there are a certain number of interchanges of employment as between.. -••• • .
federal and state or other local agencies which should not result in•the -loss'

.of -pension status, as we understand presently occurs, the federal government
-

should itself enter into and become.part.of the reciprocity system along

with each of the fifty states and the District of Columbia.
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(9) -A MULTI-LEVEL PLAN IN EACH STATE? OR. A •TAPEIED FORMULA?

Living and working conditions for law enforcement officers are in sharp

contrast as between heavy crime'areas'and peaceful hamlets in rural

'settings. Pay levels, fringe benefit standards, and the early retirement

ages that are called for in congested cities suffering from crime, drug

race problems, pollution, and a multitude of other socialaddiction

ills, are neither needed nor justifiable in the smaller population centers.

High pension costs that go hand: in hand with early retirement on full

pension, :as Called -for -'-in-many'largeurban'concentrations,-cannot easily

, be borne by rural populations, and have no logical place In quiet areas

fwith,very).ittle crime.

To get the best out of a single statewide retirement system, when viewed

from all angles, it would seem to be necessary to design this plan so as

,-;o2e successfully with the respective needs of all types of population

densities and working conditions within the state

This points toward either:

(a) The establishment of a multi-level plan, under which cities,

towns, counties, and all Other areas would be classified by '
, . .

reference to size of population, crime rate, or other criteria

fairly judged to affect the normal working conditions of law

enforcement officers. Those' in the areas of maximum. work: -

strain would be entitled to retire on full pension at the

earliest age and with theleast-service .requirement (such

as at age 50 with 20 years of service). Those in the areas

of maximum tranquility would be expected, under the plan, to

work through.to.a later normal reitrement age in- order,.to qualify.

for (such as until age 60 with 30 years of service,_
or 65 with any lesser period -of service).

It would not be desirable ..to establish a large number of- •
classes of - eMployment -areas for this purpose.. Three or four

- would seem to be adequate:-
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:-.Undei. this multi-level plan concept, the benefit accrual rate

.for each year of service would be greater in areas of heavy
-• .• • • . •

strain or larger concentrations of population than in small

*rural communities, so that .the-same amount of monthly pension

, relative to pay would be built up. Within a shorter service

period. For example, the following benefit rates and retirement'

. age arrangements could be visualized:.

• Ann,uat
Penzion To-tat

Emptoyment - EttgiLiLity ;cot Re,taeyrient AceAttat. PeAcentage Penzion
Age, Senviee Rate (Nwzmat Raaement)

*
Class I 50 20 2.5% 50%

Class II -52 25 2.0% 50%

Class III 55 27 1.85% 50%

Class IV 60 30 1.67% • 50%

**Each additional year worked in a Class I area would add 2.5%

.in a Class II area, 2% would be added; in a
-

to'the pension;

Class III area 1.85% would be in a Class IV area, 1.67%.

.There could be an absolute maximum of, say, 60% of final-average

pay, or alternatively attainment of an age 5 years greater than

.,shown above (regardless'of:service) after which* no further
- •

pension would accrue.-. ,

Survivor, disability,, death and other benefits would be propor-

tionate to the basic retirement benefits outlined above.

Employee contribution would be.graded similarly by,class, and

.local employer costs presumably would match,these,.with the state •

.making up the difference, as is now being done in Washington. -
.

. There would-be,a:very substantial difference in pension costs by

area expressing not Only the- higher benefit accrual rates in
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•
one area as compared with another, but also the earlier normal

retirement age in. areas where the benefit accrual rate is highest

and the greater ancillary benefits (disability, survivors, etc.).

There are precedents now for this multi-level concept in some

states, but not in as fully developed or logical a form as

now sUggested. Where different benefit levels are now provided

under a single statewide plan, this has resulted from the

authority concerned, or from

bargaining pressures, not from the application of a principle

based on the logic and factual background as suggested above.

In the event that a local authority were to wish to provide-

. :benefits more liberal than the standard benefits outlined

- herein, this could be done through a supplementary plan

-operated by the local authority outside the scope of the .

statewide plan. Vesting or transferability Of the supplementary

'benefits would be a matter for. decision.. This subject Is

discussed in the next section of this report.

Transfers between jobs in employment.areas of different classes

would:

I. preserve continuity of all service credits;

. result in a change in future benefit accrual rates

and employee contribution rates to those appropriate

to the new position, with .the new rates applying to

future service only,

•
iii.- create the need for an adjustment in already accrued

benefits due to the Change in retirement age (if

earlier) where conditions in the new location require

that.retirement'occur earlier.than.the normal retire-

ment age applying to the priorlocation. This would
- • _

:be a very simple actuarial adjustment,
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v.- „continue to base all pension amounts on the final-

average pay earned in.the period immediately prior

• to actual retirement. ,F

Where the transfer is to a law enforcement position in an
 area having

. .
a later retirement-age, it would seem to be advisable to 

preserve

the pension credits accrued (at the higher rate) inthe
 former location,

. , -

4but4noti.to,increasethese..due_to..the..later.commencing ag
e or to commence

payments until final retirement from law enforcement work 
actually occurs.

(This approach to the treatment of deferred retirement benef
its has

ample precedent. It avoidsthe unreasonable results that would follow

if actuarial increases were provided due to deferred reti
rement where - -

..the normal retirement age is well below age 60,or.65.)

A multi-level plan operated along these' lines would seem 
very workable

'- on a statewide basis, would attain not only the goals of 
mobility and

'transferability of pension rights, but'would also be t
ailored closely

to fit the widely contrasting needs of diverse types of 
communities

and geographical areas in states having these wide extr
emes to deal

with in a single plan.

'(b) As'an alternative approach to the same problem th
e concept -of a tapered:

formula could be employed.

. This type of pension accrual formula is designed specif
ically to build -

the pension more rapidly in the earlier years of servic
e, but to slow -

, down the rate of increase in pension in the later p
eriods of service

such as after the first 20 years).

.For example, the following benefit accrual rates 
may be considered:

• 214% or 21/2% of final-average pay for each of the
'first 20 years of

-service, plus 1% of final-average pay :for each of the 
next 10 years

of service, plus 1/2% of final-average pay for each of 
the years of

service after 30, or some similar, set of percentag
es decreasing with

length of service.

,1
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The effect of this type'of-formula ia_to build rapidly toward a

...target rate of benefit suitable for a:very high-density early-

retirement area (such as half-pay at age 50 with 20 years of.

,-service), but then. to slow down the rate of growth in the pension'

.so that those situated in pleasant areas'with low crime rates -, .

- and whose retirement normally occurs later and after longer periods

-of service, will not experience any unreasonable growth in

benefits due totheir inclusion in the same plan.

This approach avoids the need.to•classify local authoritiesinto

. employment areas, as described in '(a) above. All would be covered

'in the same plan, and with the same benefit formula.,

The retirement age arrangements would, similarly be identical for all

parts.of the.state and would presumably be stated in "flexible"

terms, such as:

,"Each plan member who shall have attained at least age 50,

and who shall have cdMpleted at .least 20 years of service

shall,.upon his retirement from any and all.law enforce-

ment 
 . •

work; become.entitled-to a monthly pension for life in

amount based on his: final-average earnings as-defined

- herein, determined-by_the following formula: ....etc 

Retirement shall be mandatory, regardless of years of

service completed, upon attainment of age  etc."

(For example, age 65).

The minimum age and service re• quirements would be those suitable for

. high-density=areas; the mandatory retirement age would be suitable

for rural areas. Between these limits, local administration (which

need not be uniform). and individual choice*would-play their part,

reflecting the conditions in each location.

•
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Although pension costs would vary substantially, among both
individuals and areas, as. a percentage of payroll, with higher
costs going hand in hand with earlier retirements after shorter
periods of service, this type of plan would nevertheless call for
a uniform rate of employee contributions throughout the entire
state.

This rate of coutribution would not vary with either age or years
..*-of.serVice,-nor'wodld'It'be'reduceU'When'the annual benefit accrual
rate steps down .from one level to a lower level. . The fact that '

the entire prior accumulation of credits is presumably moving up in
amount and value:with advancing pay levels, and that employee

• contributions are in any case normally sufficient

than a minor part of the cost of police pensions;

any demands or need for complicated refinements.

substantial contributions to be made by the state would effectively
inundate and smooth over all local and individual differences...

to cover no more

should obviate

As before, the

There would be no complications as a result of transfers between
big city and small township or the reverse; all would share the

same plan, benefit formula, and retirement age requirements, and- . •
employee contributions rates. While the plan would not be as

closely tailored to the features of each locality as described in, .
(a) above, it would operate much better than a plan providing a

flat uniform percentage of pay for each year of service, regardless

of length of service; . further it would be equally as effective as

(a) in removing all obstacles to mobilityof law enforcement officers
within each state, insofar as pensions are involved.

Transfers - of employment across state lines would be dealt with as described
in the previous section of. this report. - There would be no incompatibility.„ _ .
It may be noted, however, that the tapered formula would tend to result in

a somewhat more liberal pension than the multi-level planjn. the case of a,
law enforcement officer who transfers across state lines from a quiet area-.

• '



of small population after accruing.beriefit.-at.the maximum rate for some

:- years.-:An.adjustment can be made', if desired, to pro-rate the benefit

:accrued on the basis of a longer period of service in the case of transfers

across state lines.

:A statewide plan designed along the lines of either the multi-level concept

or the tapered approach as outlined herein, and linked to all other statewide

'plans.by.reciprocity,arrangements as described in Section (8) above, would

-accomplishall of %heob3ect1vesof*móblity of law enforcement officers

•throughout the nation,:consistently witharecognition of .the need for .

-:attention,to.thaveryreal.differences'in local working conditions in

_major cities ascompared with.smaller Population centers and rural areas,



'A MINIMUM-BENEFIT STATEWIDE PLAN WITH LOCAL SUPPLEMENTS?

When the principle Of portable pensions was enacted into law by the Ontario.

...legislature-:in 1963, the approach used was to establish a:basic minimum

.level of benefit which was to be fully vested,almost immediately (that

at age 30 with only one year of service), and to require fairly early vesting

(no later than age 45 with 10 years of service) for any benefits in excess

of this modest basic pension. This Ontario legislation was rescinded

"shortly thereafter when the fully portable nationwide Canada Pension Plan

came into.being.

We have a parallel in the United States in the sense that the nationwide

Social Security system provides fully portable pensions up to a modest

level for most employed persons, with private pension plans providing supple-

nentary amounts of benefit subject to various degrees of vesting or portability.

Law enforcement officers are not all covered by the Social Security system, •

and their normal retirement ages are in:verTmany cases several years earlier

.than the earliest commencement date possible under the Social Security system.

- Even more than most employees, they are thus exposed to serious problems due

to the non-portability of their pension accruals where these are lost as

a result of -job.changes. 'Unless they are engaged in moonlighting work, there -

Is no Social Security pension building up to act as a cushion in easing the.

impact of this pension loss as it does in most other fields of employment.

. -
The concept of a basic fully portable pension of modest amount operated on

a statewide or nationwide basis, supplemented by whatever additional pension

amounts are decided upon by local authorities or in the bargaining process,

involves a principle that could at least improve the present situation materially.

It could perhaps avoid some possible resistance to the widespread adoption

of a full-scale plan such as that which was adopted in Washington, or as

visualized in the previous section of this report.



The basic-fully portable pension referred to in this section would not be
intended to provide all of the retirement income normally anticipated by
a law enforcement officer who stays with one local authority throughout
his career, or who moves only after meeting any vesting or similar require-
ments provided for in the local plan by which he is also covered.

'.Its function would be to enable an officer who makes many job changes,.
' two or three in quick succession, to continue to build and retain at least

- a substantial portion of his pension on a.fullYtransferable basis. It
would tend to remove the pension factor or shrink it down to a much smaller

. size in his evaluation of a potential new position in law enforcement work.

would at the same_time leave some inducement to stay with the present
employer, in areas where full reciprocity or similar rights do not now exist.
To that extent, it may satisfy the desire of certain local authorities to
have at least this amount of inducement to hold on to their personnel.

As to the operation of this modest underlying fully - portable'pension plan

on a statewide or on a nationwide basis, the same considerations would apply
as before. As we understand the situation, the federal government simply_ .
.4..oes not have'the_powerto impose even this type of plan on state or local

authorities. The best it could do would-be to szt up the administrative

machinery and provide financial inducements. After. that, a long and_ .
„exhausting campaign would be needed to secure.even- a partial coverage.,

• The very local authorities-that'should above all be covered would stand..

.out.the longest, unless the. standard of- federal subsidy were to be set at
a very high and hence costly level. The plan would conflict also with some
state systems that already work quite well on the basis of transferring

rights to the whole pension, not just a portion of it.

A-program such as described in this section would have to be implemented

separately by each state legislature, with each state enacting this type.
.of plan if it appeared to meet the needsof the situation existing in that
.state, and if a more liberal standard. of pension transferability did not

'already exist in the_state.'
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If a statewide..plan.of.this.modest type.were'established„using any of the

patterns of benefits described elsewhere in this report, a decision

would have to be made by each local authority as to whether to provide

vesting or reciprocity or other privileges with respect to any supplementary

benefits also provided by the local employer, what funding method to adopt,

and whether to maintain an independent administrative and record system,

locally for the purpose of providing these supplements.

..The,transition.-fromthestatus existinvprior,to thetime-of implementation

of the statewide plan•to the new status would tend tobe more complicated.
• ,

Instead of all or most of the small local plans being swept under the• -. . • •
coverage of the comprehensive statewide plan, and thereafter ceasing to

operate at all at' least as to future service, the more modest basic approach.

visualized in this section would contemplate the ongoing operation of all

local plans with respect to amounts of benefit accrual in excess of the

basic statewide plan. This would mean far more administrative workin the .

many local areas.

Complications.would,alSo arise in the matterof .interstate transfers unless'.

,all- states.adopteduniform-or reasonably uniform standards .as to transferable

.benefitslorlunless these interstate- transferswere.based.on. the principle. .
of only:the..benefitwhich..had.accrif*d under the Plan of the

.losing state,',not . what.would have accrued with:equal-service under the plan
y

of the gaining'state....

On the whole, we feel. that this concept of a minimum-benefit statewide plan,.
- .

liberally, and .variously.supplemented .locally in large numbers of big and -

small populations centers, with only the minimum benefit being transferred:

'for sure when the law enforcement officer moves to another job, has less-
appeal than the.approaches.described earlier., It may have a place as 'a

. c.omPromise.in overcoming .resistance- in small centers ina'few states. It

H....‘would'represent - a vast improvement over what exists nowin manTstates., .It

could•operate•compatibly with - tfie:interstate..reciprocity.machinery.outlined

earlier in this report. .It:does - merit:consideration:as.one alternative which

would greatly ease the basic problem which is of thisreport.-:
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FINAL RECOMENDATIONS 

. An approach based merely on an improvement in vesting provisions in_police. , . .
pension plans would not, in our opinion, be effective in accomplishing --
what is needed either as to the mobility of law enforcement officers, or, -
the conservation of' present man-power in.this.field, or the eventual
provision of.retirement - incomes in an amount which would not be impaired
as a result of transfers of employment within this field..

. or would the creation of a central reserve fund to which to transfer
fragments of pensions in the event of change of employment prove to be
44.dyantazeous.

-Reciprocity systems within each state do a better Job than vesting in-
--otec-ting,the interests of officers who change positions and in conserving

.11...1n-power within the law enforcement field. As presently constituted,
.ncwever, their coverage is patchy and incomplete While this could be
.7;.L.1roved through an exercise Of state legislative powers, there is a-
-better approach available.,

4. The concept of full portability of both pension rights and also the corres-
ponding reserve funds from one employer to another does not offer any possi-
bility of a solution.

e'

'The Teachers' Insurance and Annuity Association provides an interesting
=del Of a .centrally operated retirement fund to which local authorities .
could volunteer to join, but it does not, in our opinion provide the most.
advantageous solution to the problem at hand:. The Vast number of very'
small local authoritieshaving only a handful: of law enforcement officers,- _
the many decades of time required to build the system to anything approach-
ing a satisfactory coverage, the absence of federal legislative.power.to

- .hasten this process, the conflict with present state plans already having
-'extensive coverage within certain states,'and.other basic differences in
structure as compared with pollee pension plans would seem to weigh heavily .
against this approach..



Nor does the concept of a federally imposed central.retirement fund for

law enforcement officers nationwide, along the lines of the Railroad-_
Retirement system, offer a solution. Lack of federal legislative power

in this field, and the other problems mentioned above, would seem to rule

out this approach..

T-The approach which does, in our opinion offer the best combination of :

practical feasibility and effectiveness of the result, at least insofar

asr,transfers;.of,employment,withineach,stateare concerned, is to take

advantage! of the legislative .powers which' do exist within each state in,

sweeping all local plan.:Within each state into a single law enforcement

officers' retirement system for the state. This would cut down the number

'of separate retirement plans from the present vast numbers to fifty only

and replace the present wilderness of contrasting and often conflicting '

approaches in major areas of detail in benefits and funding to sometjling

which can be tabulated, understood, and coordinated. A precedent already

exists for implementing this approach. Costs would be shared between the

state, the individual employee, and the local authority which'employs him.

Each law enforcement officer would be entirely free to move from one position

to another anywhere within the state while continuing.to build his pension

.under the one retirement system. No federal legislative powers or financial

inducements would be involved with respect to these statewide systems.

Since the approach outlined in 7- above-would not take care of transfers

across state lines,and-since the national interest requires that these

be encouraged no less than transfers within each state, a system of-,

'reciprocity as between these fifty state systems be established as an

immediate second stage, the commencement of which need not await the full

completion of the state legislative processes necessary to implement the

first stage described in 7 above.
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-It is in this area that the federal government should,

logically become involved, both by:

n our opinion,

convening a conference of state representatives to consider

the matters outlined in this report with a view to initiating

,leglislation in each state to centralize all police pension

systems statewide; also by

i. providing some degree of financial inducement to assist'in

the process of interstate circulation or transfers of law

enforcement officers to positions across state lines, such

as by providing one-quarter or one-third of the reserves

necessary to cover the pension costs in the case of these

transfers, as well as the administrative cost of initiating

and overseeing the successful operation of the interstate

reciprocity system recommended herein. Such federal subsidy

to be made available only with respect to states which have

completed the basic steps outlined in 7 above, or equivalent

steps having a similar effect on mobility within their own

state borders.

Since there are a certain number of interchanges between state and

federal employment,-the -federal government should participate in the

reciprocity system outlined herein along with the fifty states.

As an improvement in the design of each statewide retirement system, and

in recognition of the wide variations which exist as between working condi-

tions for law enforcement officers in areas of heavy concentration of

population and social problems at the one extreme and peaceful rural town-

ships and districts at the other extreme, provisions should be incorporated

in these state plans, as outlined earlier In this report, either to establish

a. multi-level benefit structure or a tapered benefit formula with a flexible

retirement age capable of accommodating widely contrasting retirement needs

within the one single plan. Such refinement in design would in no way

interfere with thefreedom of movement of officers between areas of employment

- of all types.



As a back-up recommendation, to be resorted to only if the adoption of a

single' statewide' plan of full dimensions as described in 7 and 9 above is

not possible for good reasons not presently foreseen, consideration might

be given to the establishment of a basic modest minimum-benefit statewide

plan, to be supplemented locally as seen fit, with fulltransferability

applying at least to the basic plan..
,••

4'.



Exhibit 

41 C

Personal Interviews with Law Enforcement Officers

Vesting of Pension Rights

:
_Pay Base; Disability, Death and Survivor Benefits

Social Security Integration; Employee Contributions; Other Service

:Actuarial Funding Bases

Ratio of Assets to Accrued Liabilities

:

• - •

Vesting versus Portability versus Reciprocity.versus Single Statewide

- Plan with Interstate Reciprocity...

-



PERSONAL INTERVIEWS WITH LAW -ENFORCEHENT OFFICERS.

Following is a summary of the results of personal interviews with 132 individual

law enforcement officers, representative of all ages and ranks, selected at

random in the following areas:

New York and vicinity 33 --

'PennqlvaniaAPittaburgh'vidinity 741

Chicago and vicinity 12

California:. •

- Los Angeles area 35

San Francisco area 11 46

132'

Summary.of.Questions and Responses 

If you were offered . a job of increased responsibility or potential in the

law enforcement field in another area or agency, what factors would lead

you to:

. Accept-the offer?

Number of
Affirmative
Answers

'Percentage of
Individuals with

-Affirmative
-Answers

%

Greater immediate pay 75 57

Greater pension benefits 59 45

Greater pay potential 58 44

Improved living conditions in new area 45 34

Increased potential for advancement 43 33

Greater fringe benefit package 42 32

Increased responsibility and bigger challenge 38 29

Other
For example:



'xhibit A (ii) .

• "Opportunity to increase job knowledge"

."Different type of work (i.e. F.B.I.)"

"Security of position"

"Smaller community"'

"No race problems"

.If you were offered .a job of increased responsibility or potential in the

'law enforcement field in another area or agency,- what factors would lead

you to:

Decline the offer?

Number of--
Affirmative

Answers

Percentage of:
Individuals with

Affirmative
Answers'

Ties to present area -T /3 -52

Liss of pension benefits already accrued: 64 , 48

Loss of seniority : -::54 41

Cost or inconvenience of moving
,

- 2.2: 17

.0ther -, ' 15..: 11 ,
For example:

Going to retire-soon"
•

"My age (57) would rule out any move"

"Less pension than is offered'in'New York city"

Ties to family in area"

Less pay".:":

r„"Less professionalism"

"Los Angeles Police Department has what Ilwant

"Children in college"



Exhibit A (iii)

,

How big a consideration would expectation of retirement pensions be to you

in making a decision?

- Number of
Affirmative

• Answers

Percentage of :
Individuals with
Affirmative

- Answers

Z.

Most important 15 --11 )

Of major importance 63 48 ) 67% •

Important_ 10 , 8 )

Somewhat important

Of little importance 12 - 9 33%
•

, Not important 29. 22

. If you did leave your present position, would you retain a right to the

portion of your pension accrued to date?

Percentage of .
Number of Individuals with

Affirmative Affirmative
Answers Answers

70.—

No._ 62 1 -47:

. Would the loss of accrued pension rights be an influence in accepting

rejecting a job offer?

Percentage of
Number of- Individuals with

Affirmative Affirmative
--Answers Answers

Yes.J '107 . 81

Possibly: '2

No 22 '17 '



If any existing impediments to job mobility were removed, and a wider.

-field of job opportunitiesin other locations were thus opened up, .

would - this lead you to acquire new skills or specialized knowledge that

-'would qualify you for a higher-paid and/or more 'responsible position?
-

Percentage of
Individuals with
—Affirmative

Answers



REQUIREMENTS FOR INITIAL VESTING OF
:ACCRUED PENSION RIGHTS IN THE EVENT

:OF TRANSFER - OR
TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT

Distribution of Plans According to Age sand Service Requirements 

Required •
Service 
(Years)

No Vesting Provision at all 

"Required 'Minimum 'Age 

40 45 50



Total Cumulative
5 - -All Plans Total 

Distribution of Plans According to Age and Service Requirements •

Minimum Age for Normal Retirement

tCumulativey,
total



MANDATORY RETIREMENT AGES:

Distribution of Plans According to Age and Service Requirements 

Age at which Retirement is Mandatory 
Cumulative

Cumulative
Total

No Mandatory Retirements at all 



:PAY BASE USED FOR BENEFITS 

Final pay::

Final-average pay.

Career.averageapay

Base not function of pay.

'DISABILITY BENEFITS IN PLAN 

Disability benefits provided

No disability benefits.

PRE-RETIREMENT DEATH BENEFITS IN PLAN 

*Death or survivor benefits provided::

No death.Or'survivor benefits

of-employee contributions



INTEGRATION WITH SOCIAL SECURITY:

-,: RECOGNITION OF OTHER SERVICE 

—Integration with Social Security.

Employee contributions required

Service recognized for pension purposes



hibit G_

Distribution of Plans According to

Mortality Table and Interest Rates Used 

Interest Rate Used

50 . '3:00 ' .--1450 -4-J5- 5.00 5.50 -Totals'.

Mortality
Table
Used

, 1937 Standard

A-1949

-- GA-51
(no projection

Total

Cumulative --,
Total

Non-Funded Plans: In addition to the above, 56 plans are not

funded on an actuarial basis. -Benefits are

*Includes effects of projection whether directly or by use of age setba
cks.



RATIO OF FUND ASSETS TO LIABILITY FOR ACCRUED BENEFITS 

Fund Assets ($millions) 

Less 0.5 1 0 5.0
than to to
0.5 1.0 5.0 10.0

5%

10%

15%

15 20%

20 25%

25

30 — 35%

35 40%

40-45%

45-50%

50 55%

55 — 60%

60 65% • 10

65 70% 12

70 75% •12

75 80% 12

80 85% 16

85• 17

90 17

95 100% 17

More than 100% 22

Cumulative Total



FOR ACCRUED BENEFITS*'

Pension Plans Funded Under Entry Age Normal Cost System 

5

10%

15%

20% '

25%

30%

35%

35 40%

— 45%

50%

55%

55 60%

60 65%-

65 70% '•

70 - 75%

35 80%

-:80; 85%

85 :90%

95%

. 5.0
'ito toto Over All Cumulative
1.0 , 5.0 - 10.0 10:0 Plans  Total 

of the liability for accrued benefits



Exhibit J.410 .

RATIO OF FUND ASSETS TO "ENTRY AGE NORMAL ACCRUED LIABILITY"
FOR PENSION PLANS FUNDED ON THAT BASIS

Fund Assets ($millions

Less 0.5 1.0' ' -5.0.
. Percent than to to to Over
Funded 0.5 1.0 5.0 10.0 10.0 Plans Total

5

10

15

-20

- 25

30

35

40

45

50

55

.60

- 65

70

75

80

85

90

95

5%

- 10%

- 15%

- 20%

25%

'30%

- 35%

- 40%.,

- 45%

- 50%

55%

60%

- 65%

70%

75%

80%

85%

90% ,

95% .

- 100%'

'More than 100%

All Cumulative

Total 19 9 15, 5 8 56

3

4

8

14

. 18

19

19

24

24

25

25

26

32

. 35

35

35

40

43

46

47

56



RATIO OF FUND ASSETS TO LIABILITY FOR ACCRUED BENEFITS 

(All Funding Systems Combined)

Fund Assets ($millions)

" 5%1:

-10%:

10 15%

20%

20

25 ..30%

30 35%

35 40%

45%:

45

50 55%: ,

60 65%

' 65 70%'

70 75%

75 80%

80 :85%

85:_.90%

All Cumulative
Plans Total

9

13

19

19

19

23

26

27

30.

31

33

34

35

41

44



HOW POTENT ARE PENSIONS AS A FACTOR IU BLOCKING TRANSFERS OF EMPLOYMENT?

Before launching into a full analysis of the pension arrangements presently applying

to law enforcement officers, and how these can be modified in order to facilitate

lateral transfers of position from one jurisdiction to another, we must first be

sure that the pension factor does, in fact, loom large in the thinking of the

individual police officer, and that the removal of impediments to change of

job, insofar as these impediments involve pension rights, would in fact have

la real or significant effect on the number of changes.

Insofar as public service employees generally are concerned (not law enforcement

officers) there would seem to be good reason to question whether pensions really

play a major part in individual decisions about changes of location or field of

employment. In 1965, the Twentieth Century Fund published a book "Pensions and

Employee Mobility in the Public Service" by Harold Rubin. Much of the material

contained in that book would tend to throw doubt on the importance of pensions

as a factor in individual decisions about whether to make a change of employment.

For example, the following are extracts quoted directly from that book:

"Some writers have....questioned whether the holding power of pension

plans is as important as generally thought to be. Robert Tilove,

while agreeing that private pension plans generally tend to restrain
mobility, pointed out in 1959 that the continued strength of this
tendency is in doubt. The restraint has little influence at the
younger ages where mobility is high; and in the older ages, where

its influence would presumably be effective, .there are much more
.powerful factors."

"A somewhat stronger position has been taken by William Haber. The
danger to mobility said to be inherent in private pension plans is'
.greatly exaggerated.... The age of the worker is probably much

more important; older workers do not take the risks of seeking
newer jobs....similar personal and social factors are probably

much more important in discouraging mobility than pension plans,
with or without vesting."



The following paragraphs taken from the same source may be of interest in

throwing additional light on some of-the subjects covered by this report:

"In its 1963 report the Advisory Commission on Inter-governmental
Relations stated that eleven states had one major and comprehen-
sive-retirement system for the state, local and school employees,
thereby facilitating intra-state change of employment without loss
of retirement rights. Of the fifty states, seven provided for
extensive.reciprocity among retirement systems.within a state,
nineteen had some intra-state reciprocity and most of the others
had none."

'."In California there is full transferability, between the state
Employees' Retirement System and most county retirement plans
but less than full transferability between the state Employees'
Retirement System and the state Teachers' Retirement System."

"In Ohio, membership in the state Teachers' Retirement System,
, the Public Employees' Retirement System and the School Employees'
'Retirement System is cumulative in determining length of service;
once a person has accumulated a sufficient number of years of
membership to qualify for a pension, the system in which he has.
participated longest pays the retirement benefit."

"Under a plan similar to vesting, each system within a state,
by reciprocal arrangement, provides the pensioner with a
benefit related to his salary and also to the length of service
in its system. Years of credit are cumulative; if through
participation in two or more systems, an employee meets the
minimum service requirement, each system pays him proportionately.
For example,_if the service requirement for retirement were
fifteen years, five years in one system and ten in another
would qualify him for a pension. This approach provides
greater benefits than ordinary vesting, since an employee
receives benefits for all his years of service whereas under
vesting he may lose benefits for some years by changing jobs
before he is eligible for vesting."

"Under the plan as adopted in Illinois, the total pension may
be increased by basing the benefits in each reciprocating system
on the employee's "final average salary" at retirement."

"In Michigan, all service in participating systems, no matter how •
little, is cumulative; the employee becomes eligible for a pension
when he can meet the longest service requirement among those systems .
in which he has held membership."



"There are no provisions for transfer of pension credits between
retirement systems in different states. A number of public

• institutions of higher education,,however, provide their employees
with freedom of movement without loss of retirement credit by ,
_participation in the Teachers' Insurance and Annuity Association.
The Advisory. Commission on Inter-governmental Relations reported
that about 25% of public institutions of higher education were•
covered by the retirement plan of this non-profit legal reserve

. life insurance company."

"Another form of inter-state mobility Is provided by permitting
new members to "purchase" limited amounts of retirement credit

,ifor•previous out-of-state teaching. .The Advisory Commission on
-Inter-governmental Relations found that over one-half of the
retirement systems for teachers permitted purchase, of retirement
credit for out-of-state teaching service, but only three general
state retirement systems had such provision . The requirements
varied widely. In some cases the teacher had to pay both the
employee's and the employer's share:. in effect, he simply

.purchased an annuity out of his own money.- The New York state
- Teachers', Retirement System allows new members to obtain full.

- retirement credit for up to ten years of out-of-state teaching
:provided they pay the employee .c6ntribution.for those years.
The employer's contribution for such gears. is paid on a pro-rated

:basis by all employers participating in the new system."

Reverting to his theme of downgrading the importance of pensions in making

decisions about whether to change jobs, the author makes the following

observations:

"Pension plans impede mobility only if employees feel that a
change of jobs would mean A loss of benefits which they consider
to be significant in value....There are indications, however,
that employees do not fully appreciate the dollar value of
future pension benefits. If this is so, the lack of vesting,
transfer and early retirement provisions may be less of a bar
to mobility than is sometimes supposed."

."Divesting: Vesting, where it is permitted, is usually optional
with the employee. A worker who has the right to a vested benefit
may choose to "divest" his right. He does so by withdrawing the
accumulated contributions he himself has made (he cannot withdraw
his employer's contributions). He thereby severs his membership
in the system. The experience of public pension plans is that
most employees who quit before retirement age do not take advantage
of the opportunity to obtain a vested benefit. Employees have vol-
untarily surrendered prospeetive employer-paid benefits totalling
thousands of dollars by the simple act of withdrawing their own



contributions. -Such actions may indicate that the immobilizing
effect of those plans without vesting is overstated." .

"The experience of the. Federal Civil Service Retirement System
illustrates this. Under that plan, members with five or more.

, years of service who leave before retirement age retain a right
to'a benefit at age 62 if they leave their contributions in the
retirement system. A study of a -sample of employees who left
the Federal Civil Service indicated that:

One-third had worked five or more years and were
therefore eligible for vested retirement rights.

Three-quarters of those eligible for vesting
gave up their rights by withdrawing their
contributions.

Sex was not significant in the rate of withdrawal -
79% of the males divested and 74% of the females.

Relatively fewer persons withdrew among those with
'greater years of service, age and salary. Neverthe-
less, more than.one-third of the employees who quit,
after twenty or more years of service gave up their
rights to a retirement benefit by withdrawing their
contributions."

"Another study found that for those with twenty years of service,
the value of the benefit at the time it was lost....was two to
five times the amount of the lump sum they received."

"More than 86% of the employees under 40 years of age twho quit
and were eligible for a'vested.benefit withdrew their contribu-
tions. The rate for older employees was less but still substantial

—58% in the 50 - 59 age bracket and. 52% in the 60 - 62 bracket."

"The availability of vesting rights, whether or not used, minimizes
pensions as a factor influencing changes of employment. The fact
that so large a portion of those who left federal employment voluntarily
_surrendered valuable pension rights indicated a lack of appreciation
of, or concern for their monetary value."

"The various units of the State University of New York reported about
600 instances in which job offers were refused. In about one out
of every eight cases, pensions were mentioned as a factor, either
because past service credits were not transferable or because of
the State University's long-standing requirement for vesting."



face of all of these statements, the general effect of which is to -

deemphasize and downgrade the pension factor as an element significantly

affecting job mobility, the burden of proof would seem to lie with those who

desire to change retirement systems for law enforcement officers, to show

. that these changes would indeed have a real and marked effect on mobility o

law enforcement officers.

In this connection, the following very powerful considerations apply:

(a) The service life in most law enforcement fields is

notably shorter than in public service generally.'

Retirement ages are generally earlier,.service periods

are shorter, and pension rights are correspondingly

far more valuable and enter more powerfully into .

the thinking of .a police officer than in the case of

the average public service employee.

The monetary value of the pensions of law enforcement

officers is higher in ielation to. their pay than is

the case in almost any other field of employment.

This results more than.anything else from the shorter

service period, earlier .retirement, survivor benefits,

the basing of pensions on final-average earnings, and

the generally liberal benefit provisions embodied in most

police pension plans.

.(c) A large part of the turnover which occurs throughout

industry and public service positions generally is at

the youngest ages with the shortest periods of service.

Other similar positions are often not difficult to

locate. The recruitment of law enforcement officers is

generally a far more careful process. Of the many



applicants for police positions, a far smaller proportion

.are. actually chosen and appointed for work in this field.

Once in, the law enforcement officer tends to be more

dedicated to his career, hence more stable, and at the

same time, more conscious of his prospects for a full

term of service and a pension after he has completed

this term and reached the retirement age.

(d) Law enforcement officers are fiagmented into many thousands

of small units, much smaller than the large groups of

employees in public service work generally. To have access

to corresponding fields of advancement, the law enforcement

officer is often faced in a much more serious way with the

problem of movement from one local authority to another,

and hence with the possible loss of his accrued pension.

(e) Because the retirement age of law enforcement officers is

'often ten or fifteen years earlier than the commencement
. .

date for a Social Security pension, there is a greater

,tendency for a law enforcement officer to look to the

- - pension provided by the police pension plan than would

be true of employees in *other fields where Social Security

benefits are generally available at the time of retirement

whether or not the employee leaves his money with the

pension fund of his previous employer and takes advantage

of such vesting provisions as may be available.

In order to establish the facts as to the influence of the loss of pension rights

In discouraging a full measure of mobility among police officers, we have conducted

personal interviews with many law enforcement officers in New York, Pennsylvania,

Illinois, and California. The results of these interviews are given elsewhere in

this report. In our opinion, they leave no doubt at all as .to the greatly accented

' importance of pension rights in the law enforcement field, as compared with most

other fields of employment, in making decisions as to lateral movements between

local authorities.



•

VESTING VERSUS PORTABILITY VERSUS RECIPROCITY VERSUS . .
.  SINGLE STATEWIDE PLAN WITH INTERSTATE RECIPROCITY . 

It may be useful as a further clarification to review in greater detail and

compare more closely in one section the generally accepted meanings of the

words "vesting," "portability" and "reciprocity," and to show how each of these

principles may be employed in bringing about greater mobility among law enforce-,

ment officers, and how the systems implied by each of these terms would relate

to the alternative of having a single plan.covering all law enforcement officers

in each state.

The term vesting generally implies the retention of the right to a deferred

pension at retirement, notwithstanding the termination of employment before

even the earliest retirement age allowed under the plan. Under almost all

systems of vesting, the accrued pension is frozen at the point of the departure

of the employee, but remains the liability of the pension fund (if any) or of

the losing employer. A typical vesting clause in a pension plan would require

a minimum period of service to be completed before vesting occurs, such as

five years, ten years, or more. Frequently, age and service requirements are

both specified, such as the attainment of age 40 and completion of at least

ten years of service. If the employee terminates prior to meeting all of the

required qualifications, he would have no vested pension covering his service
- prior to termination..

-The vested employee would be expected to claim his pension when he reaches

the normal retirement age. The administration of the plan would include

records of vested terminated employees, the whereabouts of whom would not

always be known. In the event of the death of a.vested terminated employee,

it is not certain that the survivors or legal representatives of such

deceased employee would notify the pension fund, so that there would continue

to be a certain element of uncertainty about the whereabouts and survival
-

of former vested employees.



The vesting of pension credits i8 widely practised throughout industry. Present

legislative proposals would stipulate minimum vesting requirements for all tax-

sheltered pension plans. For example, one proposal would require vesting at

the point when age and service combined make a total of 50 (for example, age 40

plus 10 years, age 45 plus 5 years, etc.). Vesting may be graded progressively,-
,

from less than 100% of accruedcredits when vesting requirements are first met, -

:increasing progressively to a full 100% of accrued credits, five years or ten

years .later. On the other hand, theplan:may.provide 7one-shot" vesting, the

effect of which is that all pension credits accrued to that time are fully vested

at the first point when age and/or service'requireMents are first met.

In considering vesting as a possible solution for the promotion of mobility

among law enforcement officers, one great draw-back of this approach would be

the very substantial loss of accrued pension _credits which would occur in the ,

case of all.transfers;frad one jurisdiction to another prior to meeting the

'age and service requirements of the plan.- .TThere would obviously be'a-large

number of -such'cases,.unless these vesting requirements were .set - at-a very early •
point, approaching the situation of full portability next discussed Other draw-

backs include the problem of determining what has vested in a final-average pay

plan, id the lack of coordination as to retirement ages and other benefit..

conditions,which,vary greatly between plans. Vesting does not tend to conserve

law enforcement man-power in this field of employment;- this concept applies. • . .

equally. to job- changes -in the other directions also.

•

PoAtabitity:

The term portability generally lmplies -1007..immediate vesting of all accruing,.

credits without any .waiting period or minimum age or service requirements It .

may also imply transfer of reserves from one, plan:to.a.nother when transfers ofr:

employment take place. In this memorandum that meaning•is.assumed to apply.

The essential distinction between portability and vesting, however, lies in the

fact that, under the portability cpncept, vesting would be full and immediate.
. •An employee who worked very briefly in one.job and then moved to another would •

have accrued - a very small fragment of pension due commence many years or
. •



(3)

- decades later, and the right to this small fragment would attach to him with

payment to commence at the normal retirement date.

, The principle of full portability was put into practice during *World War II

in at least one major aircraft manufacturing company at a time when wage,

stabilization laws prohibited pay increases. In lieu of pay increases, portable

pensions were granted. There was very high turn-over. Many of the employees

were female. The subsequent record keeping job which arose from this situation

can best be described as an administrative monstrosity. Astronomical numbers

of microscopic pension amounts have had .to be carried in the pension records

of this plan ever.since.. Changes of location, changes of name, and above all,

vast numbers of minute fragments of pensions have cluttered the record system

during all of the ensuing years since the end of World War II. Administrative

costs under this plan are many times greater than normal. This example serves

to dramatize the impracticability .of the principle of full portability of

.'pension rights in the normal industrial pension Plan.:

In considering law enforcement officers, we are not dealing with the large

,-)numbers of transient employees in a.rapidly mushrooming war industry. Transfers'

of enployment would be relatively few and far between.- On the other hand, this

principle of portability, if applied in the normal way,would imply that nothing'

would be transferred with the employee other than his right to the pension he

had accrued at the point when he terminated. Such elements as his final-average.,

rate of earnings would be determined and recorded at the point.ofihis•transfer.

In the event that his pay advanced,in:the'new position, and he retired at a

-.much higher level-of.earningd, his - pension•based on his earlier period of service

would..not reflect this continuing advance in the level of his pay... Portable

pensions, like vested pensions, would thus be quite vulnerable to inflation and

- would not reflect. theiincreasing seniority which the law enforcement officer. , .
would often expect to gain as a result of his change*of position.•

Neither the term vesting nor the term portability implies any restriction as -

. to the direction of movement of the terminating or transferring employee. Under



both of these concepts; he would be free to enter any other field of employment,.

or to cease working altogether.. He would fcontinue..to-retain his right, upon
_

reaching the normal retirement age, to the portion of his pension based on

service prior to termination or transfer. He might leave the law enforcement

field entirely and become a ,farmeri or a•teacher, or establish his own business,- . - _ . , -
for example., Neither portability nor vesting would specifically encourage him..

to remain within the field of law enforcement.

Recip4ocity:

The principal of reciprocity is distinct from both vesting and portability in.,

the following two respects:

Movements or transfers of employment must'occur within the group of

employers who are bonded together through mutual reciprocity arrange-

ments, one with another. Thus, twenty separate counties in California

which, itself, covers many other counties, giving a wide field of

possible employment within which a law enforcement officer can transfer

his services. The city of Los Angeles is not, however, a part of this

system nor is the city of San Francisco. A law enforcement officer

cannot, therefore, transfer his employment between one of the counties

referred to and the city of Los Angeles, and continue to build his

pension as though his service were continuous. Similarly, if the

police officer transferred his services to a.law enforcement position

.in another state or to a field of employment outside law enforcement,

his pension rights would not continue. Reciprocity, then, implies

restriction as to the direction of movement, and generally, conserve-

- tion of man-power within the group providing reciprocity rights.

(b) Subject to the above limitation, pension credits earned with the

losing employer would continue to grow on the basis of advancing

pay with the gaining employer. Provided the employee is prepared

to remain within the group, therefore he can enjoy very substantial

advantages under a reciprocity system as compared with vesting or

portability arrangements existing elsewhere.



It is not difficult to see that the concept of reciprocity contains some of

the elements of a solution to the problem of mobility among law enforcement

officers, whereas forced vesting or portability in the normal sense of those

terms would not do so. Reciprocity both protects the rights of the transferring

employee, more effectively and also requires him to remain within the field of

law enforcement or government service, depending on how the arrangements are

'Reciprocity -can'take.many".forms. ,4While'the essential'elements .are - as'already ._
described, there are variations depending on whether reserves are transferred.

along with pension rights, or whether employee contributions alone are transferred;

whether the pension ultimately received is based on the benefit formula of the

last employer, or on the plans operating in the various jurisdictions within
,

which service was rendered.: Sometimes, there are limits on the amount of
_ . .

prior service for which credit is given by the gaining employer.' Coverage of

. reciprocity systems varies; "there are many states in which some of the principal -.

cities or other subdivisions are not members of the reciprocity plan.

Where a system of reciprocity has been well conceived it can work quite effectively.

Approximately 5,000 transfers of employment have occurred under the reciprocity

arrangements operating in California since these were established. - . These have

not created any particular administrative problems. Shortcomings of reciprocity'

systems often tend to lie in lack of uniformity of benefit plans throughout the

group participating in this system, incompleteness of coverage, and inability

to cope'with transfers across state lines.-
rs

SingZe Statewide nan:

The final alternative of a single plan covering all law enforcement officers

within a state represents the next logical stage of development in the preserva-

tion of pension rights and removal of obstacles to mobility. Where all of the
-

smaller jurisdictions, including all cities, towns, townships, counties, and

other subdivisions are members of-a single retirement system covering law

enforcement officers throughout the state,-there is no further need for vesting,

portability, or reciprocity in any way, as long as the law enforcement officer



'transfers his employment'between.these'various subdivisions within the same_
state.' The State of Washington provides a good example of how such a system

.can be first implemented,notwithstanding the prior existence of many plans
in these many subdivisions.

If every, -state throughout the United States which does not already have a similar :
single plan covering all police officers -throughout-the state were to follow
the example of Washington or to implement a single plan of alternative design

• as discussed elseWherein'this'report,-there wotild'be'no -further need for- .
reciprocity arrangements, or agitation about vesting, portability, or other
steps to protect the pension rights of law enforcement officers at least
insofar as movements within the particular state are concerned.

All of 'this leaves open the question of transfers:between states. Here

two prima facie alternatives which present themselves are::

To,attempt to establish a single plan under federal auspices,.- .
to which all state and local government plans could -be merged,

givinga comparable freedom of moVement'across:state lines In

the absence of direct federal legislative power, this would

require substantial federal financial

attain adequate coverage; and decisions by

separate local authorities.

- (b) Under federal auspices, and with.some

to establish' reciprocity -arrangements

a law. enforcement officerto-,transfer.

while continuing to build his service

retirement benefits.

_financial encouragement,
—

between states, enabling

from.one.state to another

credits and Ultimate

Of these two approaches, the second appears to hold the greater potential for

an effective solution to the whole problem of mobility, since it would utilize

' state legislative powers to consolidate the many plans in each state, and would

reduce down to practical dimensions the number of participants in a system

extending across state lines.



While it-would be simple and easy to put forward a suggestion that,a single

plan be established covering law enforcement officers throughout the nation,

giving complete portability or transferability of pension rights across state

lines in every direction, we believe that there would be considerable and

probably insuperable legal difficulty in doing this. We are advised, for

example, by the Advisory Commission on Inter-governmental Relations that

the federal government is not empowered to legislate along these lines

each state does have the legislative power to sweep- into a single plan a11 of

smaller local authorities
•

within its own borders.

An tnteresting parallel to this situation exists in connection with an insurance

bill for police death benefits, which we understand is being sponsored by

• Senator Kennedy. In this situation, it is proposed that a subsidy be provided

. from the federal government to encourage either joining a federally designed

and established group insurance plan, or continuing with a separate plan on the
. .

- basis of federal subsidy, provided this meets certain standards established-,.
by, the federal government. In other words the Suggested approach from the

viewpoint of the federalgovernment would not be to compel:any.particular

action, but to provide financial inducements to either join a federally admin-.

plan or to meet certain standards set by the federal government

It might also be noted that when the Social Security system Was first established,

this did not automatically extend at once to stateand local government employment..

, It was left for the voluntary action of state and local governments to elect to

, --- bring-employees under the federal Social Security system.

The answer to this problem apparently must lie in the direction of: convening
_

a council of representatives of the fifty state governments, the District of,
_

-Columbia and the federal government,- the .purpose of which would be to-produce

a- Bill providing for 'reciprocity of pension rights as between these separate "

entities. = This Billswould then apparently require to be enacted separately in

each of the legislatures concerned Since there canbe no question that the,:f '

interests of the nation as a whole will be advanced when better_use is made of the

.7 skills, energies and talents of the more-than 400,000 men andwomen presently_ ,
-engaged in'the field of law enforcement, it would seem logical that some form

-. federal support or incentive might be provided toward the removal of barriers

. presently impeding the movement from One position to another on the part of
• . . .

L.those engaged in this highly'important and socially essential task




